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Spec the Leader in Pulse Start
Venture’s Uni-Form® pulse start metal halide lighting lamp and ballast systems:
• 25% more mean lumens on average
• Shrouded open fixture protection than competitive pulse start products
Meets NEC requirements and ANSI
criteria for open fixture use
• Maximum light output
• Continuous operation, no shut-off
• Longer lamp life with improved
required
lumen maintenance
• UV Shield® technology blocks nearly
• Hot restart in less than half the time
all ultraviolet light reducing UV
of traditional metal halide systems
damage to merchandise and signage
and 50% faster warm-up
• Less breakage during shipping
• Exclusive formed body arc tube
thanks to stronger weldless
with “tipless” design is shaped
mount construction
to follow the curve of the arc stream
• Double your warranty on lamp/ballast
systems with the “One Call”
limited warranty

To know more about Venture® products please contact
venture@standardpro.com or 800-361-6965
and ask about this Venture advertisement
© 2005 Venture Lighting International. Photo: © Héctor Armando Herrera

Venture, Uni-Form and UV Shield are registered trademarks of Venture Lighting International Standard Products are a trademark of Standard Products
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s the national publication that’s
been reporting on Canada’s electrical industry for over 40 years,
it is only right that Electrical Business
play an increasingly front-line role in
important industry matters, and the
more time we spend with folks in the
electrical industry—be they contractors, distributors or manufacturers—
the more we’ve come to see the
importance of continuous education
and training.
To that end, Electrical Business is
furthering its own mission of being
the go-to resource for both its readers
and the industry at large through two
very important initiatives: sponsoring
business guru Ron Coleman’s presentation at CECA 2006 and becoming
a Corporate Sponsor of the EFC
Foundation Scholarship Program.

A

Your million-dollar system

240 Edward Street, Aurora, ON L4G 3S9
Tel: 905-727-0077 Fax: 905-727-0017

We are bringing our “It’s Your
Business” columnist, Ron Coleman,
to the attendees of the 2006 CECA
National Conference in Victoria in
June. Ron’s featured session will

expand on the issues he discusses regularly in the pages of Electrical
Business, incorporating much of the
knowledge he has distilled in his new
book, “Your Million Dollar System:
Increasing the value of your contracting company by one million dollars
in three years”.
Ron has completed many inter-firm
financial comparisons of groups of
construction companies in Canada and
the United States, consulting to them
on a regular basis. With over 20-years
worth of facts and figures, he’ll show
you what the top 25 per cent of trade
contractors are doing to achieve success.
To learn more about the conference
and how to attend, check out the
Calendar on page 31.

EFC Foundation Scholarship Program
Besides serving the needs of the current
contracting community, Electrical
Business is looking to help promote
the next generation of electrical contractors. This is why we’ve partnered
with Electro-Federation Canada’s
Foundation Scholarship Program to

offer five electrical apprenticeship
scholarships valued at $500 each.
The Electrical Business Future
Contractor Scholarship will be
awarded to five apprentices who have
completed the Basic Level at an
approved college electrical apprentice
program with a minimum 75% average. A total of five winners will be
selected, one from each of the following five Canadian regions:
• British Columbia,
The Yukon and Alberta;
• Saskatchewan, Manitoba, The
Northwest Territories and Nunavut;
• Ontario;
• Quebec; and
• Newfoundland and Labrador,
Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick.
To find out more, check out the poster
on page 29.
Through these and other initiatives
to come, Electrical Business remains
the only national business publication
serving the Canadian electrical market.
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A stationary battery system is perhaps the most important ancillary system in a
mission-critical site. Among the numerous installation tasks, the need to properly prepare, assemble and verify the DC contact resistance of the battery connections is important to their safe and long-lived operation. Unfortunately, the
connection process is poorly handled in a number of cases. See the feature on
page 8 entitled “Preparation, assembly and integrity verification of interconnections for large lead-acid stationary batteries”.
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A special thanks to the folks at Hydro One for allowing our
cameras on-site as they inspected this bank of batteries.
Photo by Mark Hughes.
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INDUSTRY NEWS//
Building permits for January 2006:
(StatsCan Report)
The value of building permits cooled off
in January from record levels set at the
close of last year. Intentions rose for only
one component: single-family homes.
Nevertheless, January’s level was equal to
the average monthly value in 2005, which
was a record year for permits.
Municipalities issued $5.1 billion in permits in January, down 19.3% from the
record $6.3 billion set in December. Both
residential and non-residential sectors posted
declines. In the former, contractors took
out $3.5 billion in permits, down 21.4%,
but despite January’s decrease, the residential sector continued its upward trend.
The retreat in January was mainly the
result of a marked decline in the multifamily component in the census metro-

politan area (CMA) of Toronto. Multifamily intentions there soared to a record
high in December, when several permits
related to applications received earlier
had to be issued before the end of 2005
to avoid higher development charges.
(Excluding the Toronto CMA figures,
the value of residential permits declined
by only 5.2%.)
In the non-residential sector, intentions fell 14.3% to $1.6 billion, the lowest level since January 2005. This decline
was due to marked ICI decreases, and it
lengthened a downward trend that started last July. Locally, 22 of the 28 CMAs
registered a faster start compared with
January 2005. Calgary and Windsor,
Ont., had the strongest starts, the result
of strength in both the residential and
non-residential sectors.

Housing
Fuelled by strong demand in Western
Canada and Ontario, the value of singlefamily permits rose 2.9% compared to
December, hitting a record-high $2.5 billion
in January, continuing an upward trend.

In January, the value of single-family permits reached
new records in the three westernmost provinces, as well
as in Newfoundland and Labrador, and Nova Scotia.
In contrast, the value of multi-family permits fell
50.5% to $995 million. This decline followed a
114.3% jump in December. The significant retreat
in multi-family permits in Toronto was coupled with
noticeable declines in British Columbia and Alberta.
In total, municipalities approved the construction
of 19,877 new dwelling units in January, down
slightly (–0.2%) from the average monthly number
of units approved last year.
Low mortgage rates are still having a positive
impact on the housing sector, as is the favourable
job situation. However, spending in the housing sector is expected to remain flat this year. In January, at
the provincial level, monthly advances in six provinces
were more than offset by strong declines in the
housing permits in Ontario, British Columbia and,
to a lesser extent, Quebec.
Non-residential sector

There’s Been A Surge In Our Line of GFCIs
WE’VE INCREASED OUR ENTIRE GFCI OFFERING – MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC
Woodhead now offers a full line of portable, inline

for the most demanding environments. Choose the

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters, with all-new automatic

names you trust and the products you depend on

reset products and an expanded offering of manual

from our full line of inlines, tri-cords, plugs and

reset designs. This broader, deeper line gives you a

boxes — Woodhead® molded, Watertite® and

complete solution from a single source.

Super-Safeway®.

Known throughout the industry as “best in their class,”

For performance, reliability and safety, you can’t do

Woodhead GFCIs combine the toughness and features

better than Woodhead.

©2006 Woodhead Industries

Woodhead_EB_Apr2006 1
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All three components in the non-residential sector
(industrial, commercial and institutional) declined in
January. The $1.6-billion total for the month was 13.4%
lower than the average monthly level recorded last year.
Intentions in the commercial sector registered the
largest decline (in dollars), falling 13.4% to $971 million
after a strong increase in December. It was the third
decline over the last four months, and largely the result
of lower construction intentions for warehouses and
office buildings. Provincially, Alberta, Ontario and
Saskatchewan reported the largest declines in the
commercial sector.
In the institutional sector, the value of permits fell
12.3% to $414 million, following a 7.9% gain in
December. After a strong showing in the educational
building category in Ontario in December, this
category showed the largest decline in January.
In the industrial sector, intentions fell 22% to
$204 million, the third consecutive monthly decrease
and the lowest level since January 2005. All types of
industrial buildings posted declines in January 2006.
Provincially, the strongest decline in non-residential permits in January occurred in Ontario, where
the value of construction intentions fell 19.4% to
$602 million. In Alberta, intentions plunged 35.4%
to $253 million.
All three components recorded decreases in Alberta,
while a plunge in institutional permits led the value
of non-residential permits to its lowest level in a year
in Ontario.
In contrast, New Brunswick and Quebec recorded
the largest advances in the non-residential sector. These
were the result of gains in the medical and hospital
category in New Brunswick, and increases in the hotels,
restaurant and office building categories in Quebec.
Regionally, 14 out of the 28 CMAs recorded
monthly declines in the value of non-residential
permits in January, with Toronto and Calgary experiencing the largest.
Despite weaker non-residential intentions in January,
several indicators point to a healthy sector. These
include record-high retail sales, a high use of industrial capacity and Western Canada’s healthy economy.
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INDUSTRY NEWS//
Ontario invests in apprenticeship training
The McGuinty Liberals are investing in college
training labs to help train more apprentices.
“We need more employers to train apprentices
to ensure we have the skilled workers we need to
compete in a global marketplace and replace the
large number of workers reaching retirement age,”
said Chris Bentley, minister of training, colleges
and universities.
To help meet its goal of increasing the number of
new apprentices to 26,000 annually by 2007/08,
the government is investing $10 million this year in
labs at Ontario colleges so they may purchase modern
equipment and train more apprentices. It is also
launching a 30-second television ad that reminds
employers of the Apprenticeship Training Tax Credit,
which provides refundable tax credits on a portion
of the salaries and wages paid to eligible apprentices.
(See “Georgian announces investment in skilled
trades”) The Ontario government also offers:
• An apprenticeship training tax credit for employers
that covers a portion of the salary and wages to
hire and train new apprentices.
• 1500 annual scholarships of $1000 for young
people who have left high school but require
upgrading to meet the registration standards for
apprenticeship training, as well as $2000 signing
bonuses for employers who hire and train these
young people as apprentices.
• A Co-op Diploma Apprenticeship Program
that provides young people with a seamless
pathway combining skilled trades training and a
post-secondary diploma.
The table below highlights approved projects
awarded by competition through the province’s
Apprenticeship Enhancement Fund (only electricalrelated shown here, but may include other trades).

• Algonquin: ........ $890,050
• College Boréal: .. $40,000
• Cambrian: .......... $358,985
• Fanshawe: .......... $297,532
• Georgian: .......... $495,000
• Humber: ............ $500,000

Georgian announces
investment in skilled trades
Industries in north Simcoe and central
Ontario urgently in need of skilled
workers should breathe a sigh of relief as
Georgian College officially opened its
new Skilled Trades Centre—bolstered by
a $1.5-million investment from the province.
Georgian College president and CEO
Brian Tamblyn officially opened the
Midland Campus’ Skilled Trades Centre
before a gathering of more than 100
employers, community representatives
and dignitaries.
The event also heralded an
Apprenticeship Enhancement Fund
(AEF) contribution to the Midland
Campus by the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities. (See “Ontario
invests in apprenticeship training”)
Introduced by the Ontario government

in 2001, the AEF gives community colleges the resources to provide hands-on
training to more apprentices, support
classroom learning for new skilled trades,
improve the efficiency of apprenticeship
classroom instruction and remove barriers
to training for persons with disabilities.
Programs currently housed in the
modern, 39,000-sf training centre include
Levels 1, 2 and 3 industrial, construction
and maintenance, and domestic and rural
electrical, as well as electrical pre-apprentice.
“We’ve had considerable support for
our application to the AEF program from
industry, including members of the Ontario
Electrical League (OEL), as well as support from current and returning students
who tell us they’re excited when they’re
able to receive all their training and education at the Midland Campus,” said Gabe
Koopmans, Midland Campus Manager.

Robert Heming (chair, Midland Campus Advisory Committee)
holds up a plaque commemorating the official opening of the
Skilled Trades Centre.

Garfield Dunlop (MPP Simcoe North) and Bruce Stanton
(MP Simcoe North) celebrate the opening of Georgian
College’s Midland Campus Skilled Trades Centre.

Cable Bus Feeder System

• Lambton: .......... $244,127
• Mohawk: ............ $327,344
• Northern: .......... $421,304
• St. Clair: .............. $110,000
• Sheridan: ............ $183,033

Provincial awards honour top employers,
apprentices and instructors
They are among the best in Alberta, and this year’s
top apprentices, employers and instructors were
recognized for their outstanding achievements at
the 9th annual Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry
Training Board Awards event in Edmonton.
Each year, the apprentice who has achieved firstplace marks in the final period of apprenticeship
for his trade, supported by a strong recommendation from his employer, receives the Top Apprentice
Award. This year, 52 apprentices were honoured with
this award.
“I want to thank and congratulate all recipients
for their contributions and hard work. These recipients are role models and leaders, and through their
work, I hope they inspire improvement, innovation
and excellence throughout the entire apprenticeship and industry training system,” said Advanced
Education Minister Dave Hancock.
Among the apprentices honoured were:
• Wannetta Briggs, communication technician
(Fort McMurray, Telus Communications)
• Kyle Christiansen, electrical motor systems
technician (Edmonton, Continental Electric
Motor Services Northern Ltd.)
• William Gombik, electrician
(Calgary, Direct Electric)
• David Elia, electronic technician (Calgary,
Enmax Calgary’s Electric System)
• Scott Thomson, millwright (Grande Prairie,
Ainsworth Engineered Canada Ltd.)
• Blair Giduk, power lineman (Edmonton, Epcor)
• James Walker, power system electrician
(Calgary, High Time Industries Ltd.)

• FULL POWER RANGE
• REDUCED POWER LOSSES
• LOWEST COST SYSTEM
• SUPPRESSES EMF’S
• SIMPLIFIED INSTALLATION
• EXPANDABILITY
• ENHANCED ENCLOSURE

MAXIAMP APPLICATIONS
Typical Users

Typical Applications

Meets Industry Standards

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Power Plants
Automotive Plants
Mines
Refineries & Petro Chemical Plants
Pulp and Paper Plants

Power Plant to Substations
Within Substations
Primary Feeders
Localized Distribution

UL
CSA
ICEA
NEMA

United Wire and Cable offers a complete turnkey solution from site engineering assessment to
complete installation resulting in the most feasible and reliable system at the lowest cost.
1 West Pearce Street, Richmond Hill, Ontario,
Canada L4B 3K3

Tel.: (905) 771-0099 or 1-800-265-8697
Toll Free Fax: 1-800-461-4689 or email to:
sales@unitedwc.com www.unitedwc.com
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INDUSTRY NEWS//

PERSONALITIES//

continued from p.5

Receptacles receive commendation from Home Safety Council
Pass & Seymour/Legrand (P&S) tamperresistant receptacles received the Home
Safety Council’s (HSC’s) Commendation
Award for Product Innovation for
Consumer Safety. The receptacles include a
UL-listed, automatic mechanical shutter
system that prevents objects from being
inserted into the receptacle.
“Earning the Commendation Award is
truly an honour,” said Maria Del Amo-Lombardo, product
manager for P&S. “Being a parent is stressful enough, and it
feels great to develop a product that makes life safer for everyone.”

St. Leon celebrates 99MW wind harvest
St. Leon, Man.—a town of about 120 people located some
150 km southwest of Winnipeg—celebrated the construction of
63 turbines in Manitoba’s first-ever wind farm. Celebrating with
them were Dave Chomiak, Manitoba’s energy, science and technology minister, and AirSource Power, the wind farm developer.

The project that took one year to build and is already delivering power to Manitoba Hydro will soon reach full commercial
operation in the next few weeks. The $210-million project in
southwest Manitoba will result in $100 million in operational
expenditures, $30 million in provincial and municipal taxes and
$9 million in local landholder payments over the life of the project.

Siemens expands wind turbine
manufacturing capacity
In response to the high demand for wind turbines worldwide,
Siemens Wind Power A/S is expanding its production capacity.
The company acquired a former LM Glasfiber factory at
Engesvang in Denmark for manufacturing rotor blades, and is
investing heavily in the assembly plant at its headquarters in
Brande and the rotor blade manufacturing facility in Aalborg
to increase capacity. The total investment volume amounts to
over 50 million EUR.
The Siemens Power Generation Group (PG) is experiencing
sharp growth in the wind energy sector. Compared to the previous
year, Siemens PG nearly doubled its wind turbine sales in 2005,
with turbines of nearly 630MW of output leaving the factory.

Business must be
good – Joe’s using
Square D now.

See yourself online at EBmag.com
The Electrical Business photo gallery is up and running at
EBmag.com (click on Photo Gallery). Check out some of
the events we’ve attended and the people we met.
Panduit Canada Corp. added five new
employees during Q4 2005. Ken Hanley
joined the company in the newly created
role of alliance marketing manager where,
in addition to developing joint marketing
strategies with Panduit partners, he will
Ken Hanley
manage the Canadian Executive Briefing
Centre (due to open this year). Elaine
Wilson, datacom specialist, comes to
Panduit with a 10-year sales career in the
semiconductor industry in British Columbia.
She earned her diploma in electronics technology from Fanshawe College. Stephen
Elaine Wilson
Crockett, RCDD, datacom specialist, also
joined the Panduit datacom sales team,
and is responsible for Quebec. Datacom
specialist Brian Verville joined the datacom
sales team for Ontario. Finally, Panduit’s
electrical team welcomed Steve May, sales
representative for Alberta. Steve has a long
track record in both electrical and safety
Brian Verville
supply with 20 years of sales experience
(part of which was in distribution).

Joe Remisiewicz

WAGO Corp. announced that Joe
Remisiewicz has joined the company as a
senior field sales application engineer.
Working out of his home office, he will
provide application support for the WAGOI/O-System for customers in, among other
areas, the Province of Ontario.

Cooper Industries Ltd.’s board of directors has elected
Kirk S. Hachigian as chair, adding to his role as president and
CEO. He succeeds H. John Riley Jr., who retires following a
43-year career with Cooper. Hachigian joined the company in
2001 as executive vice-president of operations for the five
electrical products business units comprising the Cooper
Connection platform. In 2003, he assumed management
responsibilities for all of the company’s electrical products
business units, and was appointed COO that same year. Prior
to joining Cooper Industries, Hachigian served as president
and CEO of Asia Pacific Operations for GE Lighting.

Successful contractors
know Square D quality
Square D QO®
A complete line of circuit
protection products,
backed by a lifetime
warranty – full
replacement on
all QO products.

Jerry Whitaker, vice-president and president,
Eaton Power Components & Systems
Operations, announced the appointment
of Steve Boccadoro as GM for Eaton’s electrical business in Canada. A native of
Hamilton, Ont., Boccadoro joined the comSteve Boccadoro
pany in 1987 and has completed several
successful assignments in the financial area
leading to three years as controller, Cutler-Hammer Canada.
In 1996, he was appointed manager of satellite operations,
Cutler-Hammer Canada and in May 1997 moved to Milwaukee,
Wisc., to assume the position of manager of marketing
operations at Cutler-Hammer’s Control and Automation
Division. From August 1998 until January 2001, Boccadoro
held the position of plant manager at the PCSO Plant in
Pueblo, Colo. In 2001, he relocated to Burlington, Ont., to
assume the role of national marketing manager for Canada.

Square D Quality –
Turn it on.
www.schneider-electric.ca

The managing directors of Wardrop
Engineering Inc. announced the appointment of Shayne Smith, P.Eng., to CEO,
thereby succeeding Ernie Card, P.Eng.
Smith joined Wardrop in 1988 as a
mechanical engineer upon graduating
Shayne Smith
from the University of Waterloo. He
became a member of the company’s ownership group in 1994 and has served as a managing director of the company since 1998.
INFO NO. 6
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Preparation,
assembly
and integrity

verification

of interconnections
for large lead-acid

BY RICK TRESSLER

Photo by Thomas Lynn

Photo courtesy C&D Technologies Inc.

stationary batteries

stationary battery system is perhaps the most important ancillary system in a mission-critical site. The types
of equipment these batteries support include: uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs), telecom DC power
plants, generating power plant lube motors and subsystems,
and substation switchgear control and monitoring equipment.
Among the numerous installation tasks, the need to
properly prepare, assemble and verify the DC contact resistance of the battery connections is important to their safe
and long-lived operation. Unfortunately, the connection
process is poorly handled in a number of cases.

A

Background
Historically, intercell connectors (also called straps) for
large batteries have been made from lead-plated copper bus.
The copper is cut from large sheets generally ranging from
1/16-in. to 1/4-in. thick. Holes are then punched to meet
the specification for the intended battery model(s). Part
numbers are frequently stamped on the connector, which is
then electroplated with lead to protect it from battery acid.
The size and quantity of connectors required for a particular battery is a function of the cell construction and its
application. For example, high-rate batteries (such as those
used in UPS systems) require larger and more numerous
connectors than a telecom one.
Other methods and materials include tin-plated copper
bus, although its use is generally limited to installations of large
VRLA (valve regulated lead-acid) types, where lead-plated
copper connectors are also used. Flexible cabling terminated
with compression lugs is generally used to make the inter-tier,
inter-rack and inter-aisle connections on both types of batteries.
The attachment hardware commonly employed is made
of stainless steel, but brass hardware is also used. The specific
model and application for a given design generally dictates
the type required.
The necessary parts consist of a nut, bolt and two flat washers.
Some manufacturers will use a split-lock washer in addition

8 • APRIL 2006 • www.
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to these. Brass hardware usually consists of a threaded
stud and two lead-encapsulated brass nuts.

Contact surface preparation
Before leaving the factory, battery terminals are usually coated
with a corrosion-inhibiting grease
generically referred to as ‘No-Ox’,
but other types of inhibitors
may be used. This coating should
be removed from the terminals
prior to assembling the hardware.
The terminals must be completely cleaned and neutralized
with a solution of baking soda and water, then dried completely. This is an industry best practice, with specific guidance
coming from the manufacturer’s installation instructions.
Once the posts (terminals) have been cleaned, the intercell connectors require some attention. Even a short time
after the plating process is complete, a thin layer of lead
oxide forms over the connector surface. That layer must be
removed from the areas where the connector contacts the
posts. A small plastic bristle brush is usually provided in the
accessory kit. An abrasive fibre pad, similar to those used to
clean grills, is also acceptable for removing this oxidation.
Avoid wire brushes, steel wool or motorized wire wheels
as they can remove the thin lead plating, which is there to
protect the copper connector from acid. Once the connectors
have been cleaned, they must be coated with a corrosion
inhibitor as noted earlier. Do not use anything not
approved in writing by the manufacturer. Follow the
instructions, as many installers use entirely too much of this
compound and run out before the job is done.
Let’s get back to the posts for a moment. The contacting
surfaces must also be treated with the plastic bristle brush
or abrasive pad mentioned above. Depending on post con-

A microohmmeter is used to verify the integrity of battery
interconnections before it is placed into service.
struction, a wire brush may be authorized when
constructed of solid lead alloy. Installers must
avoid using a wire brush to remove oxidation from posts when they contain a copper
insert. The insert is only a few thousandths of an inch (0.003 in.) below
the surface lead plating, and a wire brush
easily removes this protective layer.
Manufacturers also recommend applying
a coat of corrosion inhibitor to the posts
as well as the connectors. When assembled and
tightened, the excess grease is squeezed out
between the mating surfaces, providing a very
good seal against corrosion caused by oxygen exposure.

Assembly and tightening
With the connectors and terminals greased, the next
step is to install the connectors on the battery. Use the
installation instructions as well as any connection drawings specifically produced for the job and make sure
cells are connected in the proper sequence. One mistake
can cost hours of reworking.
Battery purists will tell you there is only one way to
install a flat-cut washer on a battery connection. That is,
place the rounded edge of the washer against the intercell connector, leaving the sharp edge to contact the nut
or bolt. Otherwise, the sharp edge will cut into the soft
lead of the connector and expose the copper underneath.
(The owner will pay that price long after the installer is
gone. The connections will require premature reworking
due to corrosion and high contact resistance.) Assemble
the connectors and spin the hardware down, finger-tight.
Final tightening of all bolted terminal connections
demands the use of a torque wrench that is calibrated in
inch-pounds or Newton-metres. (The task simply cannot be properly performed without one. Attempts by
installation personnel to ‘feel’ the correct torque will

Photo courtesy AEMC Instruments

An example of a battery installation in
a telecommunications central office.
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EMT BUSHINGS

Just for

• Seats wall plates
flush with mounting
surface

seats wall plate
flush with wall
surface

Just nail these brackets
to a wood stud in
new construction,
and you’re ready to
install low voltage,
Class 2 wiring!
• Lower cost than
steel extension rings
• Non-conductive
• Eliminates pushback

• Adjusts to fit 1/4"
to 1" thick drywall,
paneling, etc.

Thin Front Lip

Faster to install than
mud rings!

seats better
on drywall

LVN1

Single & 2-gang
Low Voltage
Mounting
Brackets

• Fast & easy press-on installation
• Holds tight as cables are pulled
• Protects cable from abrasion
• Can be substituted for costly fittings
when used just for wire

for 1/2" to 4"
EMT • Rigid • PVC

Recessed
Screw Hole

© 2001, Rev 2003 Arlington Industries, Inc.

• Installs faster, costs
less than metal!

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

Low Voltage Mounting Bracket
w/ Nails

LV1 Single-gang
Low Voltage Mounting Bracket
2-gang LV2 also available

Oval Hole

for final shifting,
straightening of device
R
R

Arlington
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Patented

BOTH
•
•
•
•

MOUNT

S

Arlington

PRESS IN
©2005 Arlington Industries, Inc.

©2001 Arlington Industries, Inc.

W!
NIE
ZES

Patent
pending

UV rated for long outdoor use
Textured, paintable finish
Installation before or after siding’s up
Ground clip for fixture installations

VS

Electrical Box

One-piece...
No extra cover
to lose or store

Two-pieces...
electrical cover
& box

For light fixtures

For light fixtures
& standard receptacles

Costs
20% Less

Both come with
NM Cable connector

LOCKED!

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com
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Ground Clip for fixture installations
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The LOOP™

LOW-COST
HANGER

R

for COMMUNICATIONS CABLE

CSA LISTED BOX EXTENDERS
for

BE1

TL50
for a
5"diameter
bundle

SET BACK BOXES!
Our CSA/UL Listed
Box Extenders extend set back
electrical boxes up to 1-1/2".

TL2.5
holds the same amount
of cable as a J-hook, at
2.5"
TL25

5"
TL50

BE2

BE1

INFO NO. 13

Single (BE1), 2 gang (BE2)
and BE1R...for Round
or Octogonal Boxes

Try them all for the safe, easy way to meet
CEC 12-3018 (1) for Flush Boxes.

2"
TL20

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

BE1R

For all standard devices, switches – and
GFCIs.

© 2001 Arlington Industries, Inc.

Listed for air
handling spaces

Arlington

R
R

Made of heavy-duty, non-conductive plastic,
they level and support wiring devices, and
protect wires against damage and stripping.

Patented

1/2 the COST!

8081F

Fixture Box

than 8081F!

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

Flexible and
non-metallic,
The LOOP
holds a 2" to 5"
diameter
bundle of CAT5
or fiber optic
cable without
sagging, bending
or damaging
the cable!

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

8081F & 8141F offer...

8141F

SAVES ABOUT 25 SECONDS
PER INSTALLATION!...
That’s 14¢ per at $20./hr labor.

Listed for use in
environmental
air handling spaces

Ask for LVS1 & LVS2
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QuickLatch...

R

Screw-on
single & 2-gang brackets
for wood or metal studs

Arlington

800/233-4717 • www.aifittings.com

Arlington’s boxes give you the fastest, easiest way
to install light fixtures and receptacles on siding!

R

Also available

Patent
pending

NOW AVAILABLE
2-1/2" to 4"

for RIGID, EMT
PVC, IMC
Size
Cat. No.
2-1/2" NM2060
3"
NM2070
3-1/2" NM2080
4"
NM2090

2-gang style

ONE-PIECE FIXTURE BOX FOR SIDING

QUICKLATCH

• Mounts to
wall, strut, stud
• Fast & easy
installation
Patented
Press pipe firmly
into QuickLatch to lock it
in place.That’s it!
• For 1/2" to 4" rigid, EMT,
IMC, PVC

LVN2

NEW
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It’s Better. Use it just like a pipe hanger!

It’s

WITH THIS LOW VOLTAGE BRACKET

CLASS 2 WIRING

C ABLE PROTECTION at its best!

Listed for
Air Handling
Spaces

NAIL DOWN THE SAVINGS

LOW VOLTAGE

©2003 Arlington Industries, Inc. REV05/04
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Photos by Thomas Lynn

result in totally incorrect clamping forces—generally on the
high side—that may cause permanent damage.)
The installation may include the use of an intermediate connection method at the ends of the racks called terminal plates.
They facilitate the connection of multiple cables between two
cells located on different racks/tiers of the system. In most cases
they are made of the same materials as the intercell connectors.
Nut and bolt hardware is also similar. The difference is in the
tightening force applied to the cable attach points on the plates.
Here, copper wire lugs meet lead-plated copper: two metals
that essentially possess the same degree of hardness. Torque
specifications in manuals vary from little guidance to specific
values in foot-pounds to “adequately tighten”. Read the installation instructions and determine what you need in your
particular case. Remember: there is no universal answer for all
installation conditions in all applications for all batteries.

Verifying connection integrity
With all battery interconnections assembled and tightened to
the torque values (per the manufacturer), it is time to verify
they are as good as can be. Special instrumentation is required
to accomplish this task. Specifically, a microohmmeter is
required for properly measuring the DC contact resistance of

Inter-tier cable connections should have their connection resistance
verified along with all other battery interconnections.

The connection in this photo may be a candidate for maintenance.
Its resistance can be verified with a micro-ohmmeter.

battery connections. (Keep your standard meter in
the toolbox, because it won’t cut the mustard for this
chore.) This instrument can measure the resistance of
an intercell connection with 1.0  resolution and
0.25 per cent accuracy. The task is performed before the
battery is charged: never charge or discharge a battery
when the condition of the connections is unknown.
Conventional designs of large, vented lead-acid and
some VRLA batteries are simple and straightforward
when it comes to measuring the connection resistance.
It is usually measured from post to post. IEEE provides significant guidance in its recommended practices
(IEEE 450-2002, IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented
Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications and
IEEE 1188-1996, IEEE Recommended Practice
for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of
Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) Batteries for
Stationary Applications.
An average value of connection resistance must be
established for each different type of connection.
That means the intercell connectors will have one
average, the inter-tier cables will have another (higher,
in most cases) as will inter-aisle cable connections.
Keep the numbers separate from each other. You
will establish a benchmark set of resistances that will
be the gold standard for future reference.
For example, let’s take an installed battery with an
average intercell connection resistance of 30 
(some connections are 38 ). IEEE 484-20023,
IEEE Recommended Practice for Installation
Design and Installation of Vented Lead-Acid
Batteries for Stationary Applications (2002), recommends that connections that are the greater of 1.1
times the average resistance of each connection type,
or the average resistance for the connection type
plus 5 , must be remade and retested. Apply this
calculation to the other connection types to determine whether the measured values are within limits.
In most cases, disassembling, cleaning and remaking the offending connection remedies the situation.
One of the most common causes of high-resistance
connections found during installation is a forgotten
bolt that was missed during the tightening task.
Another is a flat washer that is mistakenly placed
between a terminal and its intercell connector.
Proper and careful attention to the installation of
a battery will go a long way toward ensuring it lasts
many years in service with minimal corrective measures. Failure to do so will result in maintenance
problems, short life and potential safety issues.

Now at

$129
in Canadian funds

So you can afford one for everyone on the crew.
Label virtually anything, anywhere, with the
affordable, portable ID PAL™ Labeling Tool.
Lightweight and easy-to-use, the ID PAL uses
Brady labels that stick and stay stuck to the
toughest surfaces, from wire and cable to highly
textured plastics, even in harsh environments.
At this great price, every toolbox should have one.

For more information call 1-800-263-6179.

AEB046
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Rick Tressler is manager of training and education for Alber,
a designer and manufacturer of storage battery monitoring
and test equipment. He is a member of IEEE’s Stationary
Battery Committee and participates in several working
groups that produce the recommended practices referenced
in the text. Rick has been working with stationary batteries in several positions since 1986.
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CONTRACTOR PROFILE//

Heavy hitter in
British Columbia’s

electrical arena
WPE has grown to become one of British Columbia's largest electrical
contractors. Pretty good for a company that began life when two
friends mortgaged their homes to fulfil their entrepreneurial dreams.

Western Pacific
ENTERPRISES

“I

f you’re predisposed to working with your hands,
electrical contracting is the best trade, especially
because of the variety of work.” That’s sound advice
from David Fettback for anyone considering career
options. He explains, “You can work with basic or advanced
technology, inside or outside, on light or heavy projects.”
President of Western Pacific Enterprises (WPE) in
Coquitlam, B.C., David oversees a second-generation family business that’s grown to become one of the largest electrical contracting firms in British Columbia, with revenues
in excess of $50 million per year.
Western Pacific Enterprises provides services for office
building tenants, commercial and industrial clients of all
descriptions, and owners of high-tech luxury homes. Besides
cables and wiring, it can install security systems, audiovisual and data networks, and design and supply 69kV to
500kV substations. The only applications in which WPE is
not actively involved are street lighting and line work.
The company has been involved in many of the province’s
premier construction and renovation projects. Milestone
industrial jobs include the Quintette coal mine, Prince
Rupert grain terminal, Howe Sound pulp and paper plant,
and Skytrain Systemwide transit. A list of WPE’s major
commercial developments starts with world-famous video
game developer and publisher, Electronic Arts, the Surrey
Centre Tower and the brand new Ambulatory Care P3
(public-private partnership) project.

Maintaining a family culture
These jobs undeniably represent spectacular growth for a
company that began life modestly, when two friends mortgaged their homes to fulfil their entrepreneurial dreams.
WPE was founded back in 1973 by Dieter Fettback and
Ernie Moore. It grew to include Dieter's four sons and
Ernie's son. With the passing of Moore in 1989, the sons
became partners and the company restructured to its
current ownership.
Despite undergoing exponential expansion, Western
Pacific very much retains a family-style culture. “We have
worked to create an environment of inclusion, because
employees enjoy their work more if they’re included in
decisions,” David says. “We constantly encourage our peo-
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ple to learn and grow.”
The company treats knowledge like a valuable commodity. “Education and training are fundamental to what we
offer as a business,” says Fettback. “In fact, the only thing
we truly sell is trained labour and management expertise.
Everything else is just a resell of somebody else’s product,
such as lighting or switchgear.”
Heavily involved in the industry, WPE staff are members
of a number of associations and have served on various
executive committees. David is a Construction Labour
Relations (CLR) Association of British Columbia board
member and was chair from 2002 to 2005. Ron Fettback
is an Electrical Contractors Association of British
Columbia (ECABC) board member, and its president
between 2003 and 2005. Wayne Fettback is a board
member with the Council of Construction Associations
(COCA) and Construction Safety Association of British
Columbia (CSABC), while Mark Fettback is the
company’s representative on the IBEW Apprenticeship
Training Committee.

Trials facing the industry
Describing his own daily routine within the company,
David says, “I do project management, estimating and
look after the overall direction of the company, which is a
job that changes day-by-day.”
From this perspective, he’s noticed a big change in the
electrical contractor market. “Technology has changed our
timelines, so we have to act much faster. We used to mail
documents out and wait a week for a response. Now everyone expects results within an hour. We don’t have as much
time for bids and engineering has to be done sooner.”
Meeting the demand for quick turnaround is a task that
could be made more efficient if one troublesome bottleneck
was cleared: “We rarely receive shop drawings via e-mail,
and this is clearly the path of the future: everyone needs to
get onboard.” Regarding challenges for the electrical industry,
David summarizes, “Delivery of product is an issue, and
will always remain an issue.”
Safety instruction in particular is something that needs
to progress, notes David. “Individual contractors are left to
look after safety training, so there’s 500 different standards,

“We have worked to create an environment
of inclusion, because employees enjoy their
work more if they’re included in decisions.”
instead of one recognized requirement.” Working toward a
single, comprehensive safety training standard has been a
goal of the industry for some time, and some progress is
being made.
Education reform is a subject that greatly concerns
WPE. David observes, “In British Columbia, there has
been an erosion of standards over the last four years.
But the government has recently made moves to empower
contractors to take a more active role in revitalizing the
apprenticeship programs and encourage the development
of our trade.”
David says the provincial government was pressured by
lobbyists into radically altering training needs, and into
eliminating the strict requirement for electrical firms to
employ only qualified tradesmen and apprentices.
“Helpers are now recognized and rampant in our industry,” Fettback ruefully remarks.
“The big challenge is, and always will be, the protection
of qualifications necessary to be called an electrician. The
pressure for change to these standards never comes from
inside our industry, but from outside people who think
they know best. The person who thinks you don’t need a
trained tradesman to pull wire or install pipe has little
knowledge of the full capabilities of qualified tradesmen.
But as long as contractors are empowered to make required
changes, the electrical industry will always make the
correct choice.”
In general, though, David remains positive about the
electrical market. “The electrical trade is the most attractive of all of the trades, so we never have a shortage of
bright young people entering our industry,” he says.
Heeding the rewarding opportunities of an electrical contractor’s career, that influx of new blood should help maintain long-term prosperity and growth for Western Pacific
Enterprises, and its many satisfied clients.
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Eastern Ontario’s
trusted contractor

for 60 years

Bergeron Electric Ltd.
“Our whole philosophy is based on trust. Bergeron Electric
is highly decentralized. When each individual leaves in
the morning, they are the company. My focus is to give
them all the right tools—vehicles, training and computers—so they can respond to customer needs.”

ornwall’s Bergeron Electric, in business since
1945, celebrated its 60th anniversary last
year. It marked the historic milestone with a
spectacular and moving gala hosted by owners Ron and Marilyn Bergeron, who hired
a Montreal tenor to serenade employees and their guests.
The party fittingly commemorated six decades of
hard work and growth, for the firm truly has become
a success story. What accounts for that success?
“We all enjoy what we do. No one here works for me:
they work with me,” Ron says. “Our whole philosophy is based on trust. Bergeron Electric is highly
decentralized. When each individual leaves in the
morning, they are the company. My focus is to give
them all the right tools—vehicles, training and
computers—so they can respond to customer needs.”
No one knows better how to assist those clients
than some of Bergeron’s long-term employees. For
example, Maurice Lalonde received a special tribute at the anniversary bash for his 58 years of
active service. Lalonde has been an integral part of
Bergeron Electric, and he continues to work as
foreman and role model for the others.
Jacques Cadieux (featured on the cover of EB
October 2005) was honoured for being with the
company for 40 years, along with 31-year veteran
Barry Ezard. This remarkable tale of enduring service
doesn’t stop here. Among Bergeron Electric’s current
staff of 25 professionals, more than 10 have served
for over 15 years. During the anniversary gathering,
21 employees received fleece jackets embroidered
with the exclusive Bergeron Electric logo as a gesture
of thanks for more than five years of dedication.
Clearly, Bergeron Electric is a small business with
a culture that inspires big-time loyalty. It’s a great
place for doing great work, attracting some top local
tradespeople to the company, even Tom and Adele
Baker: a husband-and-wife electrician team. Adele
began her apprenticeship with Bergeron at the age of
49 when she was already a grandmother. Another
recently licensed electrician, Larry Campbell, brought
27 years of career experience as a vehicle mechanic
to his apprenticeship.

C

A long and profitable journey

Bergeron Electric was founded shortly after WWII, when Albert Bergeron got into radio repair.

Bergeron Electric Ltd. has travelled a long and winding
road. Founded by Ron’s father Albert Bergeron, the
company outlived the ebb and flow of dire economic
tides to eventually flourish as one of Cornwall’s
most popular commercial and industrial contractors.
The journey started when Albert Bergeron, an
RCAF radio and radar technician (and navigator
on Mosquito bombers), returned from WWII and
started a business repairing radios. He then branched
into wiring houses and, in 1947, hired his first
employee: the aforementioned Maurice Lalonde,
who was Albert’s 15-year-old neighbour at the time.
After earning an electrical engineering degree
from Royal Military College and spending three
years in the army, Albert’s son Ron spent some
time learning the business from his father, then
purchased the company in 1980.

Training is the basis of excellence
Scene from Bergeron Electric's 60th anniversary bash. The gentleman on the left is Maurice Lalonde,
who started with the company at the age of 15.

Also at the 60th anniversary party, Ron Bergeron presents Jacques a copy of the October 2005 issue
of Electrical Business (Jacques was the cover model).

Ron Bergeron, who recently passed the Ontario building code exams, believes in leading by example. He
demonstrates the importance of training for every
employee by continually updating his own qualifications (he’s preparing to write his Master’s exam). Each
employee is expected to increase his skills through
specialized training, such as thermographic scanning,
estimating and AutoCAD, and fire alarm technician.
When it comes to apprentices, Ontario’s Ministry
of Training, Colleges and Universities has publicly
recognized the effort and dedication Bergeron Electric
has shown toward promoting and supporting the
provincial apprenticeship system.
Unlike an aloof boss, Ron functions as an accessible resource for the company’s electricians should
they encounter unfamiliar challenges, such as fire
alarm design or static grounding. Ron says, “They
are as much a resource to me as I am to them. Our
objective is to pool our resources to meet the needs
of the customer.”

Elected for a second term as chair of the Electrical
Safety Authority’s (ESA’s) Contractor Advisory
Council (CoAC), Ron is busily addressing larger
questions that affect the whole industry, not just
his own company. By serving on the CoAC, he
aims to improve overall safety across Ontario. In
addition, his membership with the Ontario
Electrical League (OEL) has been active since 1972.
Ron has served as both president of his local OEL
chapter as well as a director on OEL’s board.
However, Bergeron Electric’s community involvement is not restricted to the electrical field. Ron
and his staff coach soccer and hockey, have served
as science fair judges and presenters, and even
organized the electrical needs of a weekend conference for 500 teenagers. Ron himself received the
Professional Engineers of Ontario’s (PEO’s) prestigious Citizenship Award in 1990.

No surprises, no fine print
Throughout the years, the firm has maintained a
tradition of keeping business on a personal level.
There are no contracts between Bergeron Electric
and its employees, nor are formal maintenance contracts concluded with its customers. Attributing
this forthright practice to his father, Ron maintains,
“A person’s word is his bond: if the person is no good,
then the paper’s no good.”
Red tape is minimized for each project: Bergeron
provides a customized budget and straightforward,
one-page spec. The bottom-line result is that people
trust Bergeron Electric because it keeps things simple
and transparent.
Knowledgeable about the safety precautions
necessary for jobs in hazardous locations (often
around volatile vapours), the company now routinely
performs engineering, construction and maintenance
work for commercial and industrial customers, both
small and large. Emergency service, available 24/7,
is part of the company’s commitment to Cornwall
and area clients.
Applications include automation, computer and
telecommunications wiring, fire alarms, lighting,
power distribution, substation upgrades and more.
Clients requiring a contractor with advanced engineering capabilities can count on Bergeron, which
can draft custom AutoCAD plans and produce
stamped drawings.

Offering turnkey electrical solutions
Bergeron Electric provides a turnkey solution for
complex, multi-disciplinary projects. Through
partnerships with other trade professionals, they
can operate as an integrated team under a tight
deadline. By associating with other specialists,
Bergeron has undertaken some unusual tasks, such
as PCB removal and disposal, fibre optics installation and power quality improvement.
If you’re wondering about specific projects Bergeron
Electric has completed, there are plenty of outstanding examples. An expanding chemical plant was
coping with the legacy of unco-ordinated electrical
alterations over a 40-year period. Bergeron stepped
up to organize this chaos by redesigning the customer’s electrical system. Bergeron not only doubled the plant’s capacity, it did so while keeping
the plant operational during the re-wiring process.
Another illustration of Bergeron’s diverse talent
is the ongoing conversion of foreign manufacturing
equipment to achieve CSA compliance. Ron explains,
“Most plants have some machinery that isn’t CSAapproved. We’ve modified equipment from Taiwan,
Japan, Italy and the United States. In some cases,
a complete teardown was required, followed by
control and power design, installation and approval
by inspectors.”
Many things have changed in 60 years but one that
has remained constant is Bergeron Electric’s expertise
in meeting and exceeding customer expectations,
thereby earning their trust. After demonstrating its
ability to thrive and survive through both boom
and bust, new generations of Bergeron employees
can count on another 60 years of success. That
120-year party should be a blast!
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A vital member
of Western Canada’s
contractor community
ith locations in Winnipeg
and Calgary, St. Vital Electric
is a growing company serving
a variety of residential and
commercial clients. Company president
Rob Gordon is leading St. Vital into its
fifth decade of business, and there’s
every indication that SVE will continue
to expand far into the future.

W

“In the mid-1980s, St. Vital Electric
started to pursue more commercial and
industrial work,” says Gordon, “and by the
mid-1990s, SVE was growing by 15 to
25 per cent each year, reaching current sales
of $2.5 million annually.” A vital member
of western Canada’s contractor community, SVE now numbers 35 employees
and 20 service vehicles in two provinces.

Manitoba’s St. Vital Electric
Tracking Manitoba’s rising star
The present scope of operations is indeed
impressive given St. Vital Electric’s humble beginnings. Founded by Rob’s father
Keith, it largely remained a one-man outfit
(with occasional help from an assistant)
until the late 1970s. Working on-and-off
with his father since the age of 13, Rob
served his apprenticeship with other

contractors, then rejoined the family firm full-time
in 1984 as a journeyman electrician.
This career has enabled Gordon to experience significant professional rewards. “The thing I enjoy
most about being an electrical contractor is the challenge,” he says, adding, “You always have to think of the
next step and be proactive. The challenge of growing
the company is really gratifying.”
A typical day for Gordon includes less hands-on
work than in previous years, as he now assumes a busy
management role. Confidence in the abilities and
experience of his employees allows him to focus on
SVE’s strategic direction.
An example of that direction is using the company’s service vehicles as rolling billboards to advertise
St. Vital’s services. It’s certainly hard to miss the
company’s unique fleet of cars and trucks, which
includes a Buick Grand National—an outrageously
powerful, turbocharged 1980s muscle car—and a
classic, fully restored 1968 Chevy Suburban.
Gordon has even ordered two fuel-sipping Smart
micro cars for economical estimation visits. The
flashy yellow, orange and black colour scheme
makes it easy to remember St. Vital Electric when
you require an electrical contractor.
One of SVE’s latest campaigns is called Homepro
Residential Electrical Services. In addition to regular
commercial jobs, this initiative was launched to handle
the increasing number of calls from homeowners.

Dealing with market forces
An electrical contractor can be plagued by any number
of problems, but a lack of customers is not among
them where SVE is concerned. Rather, Gordon finds
himself dealing with a lack of trained tradespeople to
join his team. “There is a huge shortage of electricians
in Western Canada,” he explains, “and with many
major projects online, the situation is similar to that
of the 1970s when there was more work than people.”
However, there is a light shining at the end of the
proverbial tunnel. “Manitoba’s antiquated apprentice
ratios have recently been resolved, and this should
improve the workforce in the next four to five years,”
says Gordon confidently.
Some of the other challenges SVE faces are not unlike
those faced by all electrical contractors: specifically,
government red tape (especially at the provincial and
municipal levels) and keeping current with the price
of materials. “The cost of PVC, copper and steel changes
on a weekly basis and must be constantly monitored,”
Gordon points out.
We asked Gordon what advice he had for young
people considering their career options, to which he
emphatically answers: “Now is the ideal time to become
a tradesperson. There’s such a shortage of electricians,
plumbers, and the like.” To help address this labour
demand, Gordon sits on the advisory committee of
his local community college. His goal is to streamline educational programs and make what electrical
students learn during pre-employment as relevant
and practical as possible.
Regardless of market difficulties, St. Vital Electric’s
employees are up to the task. Blending into a unified
team, SVE’s electricians frequently participate in continuing education programs to ensure they stay on top
of new technology and safety advancements. Their
efforts have made SVE a great success. Teamwork
and sound leadership give St. Vital Electric a vital
edge—a formula that will allow the company to
grow for decades to come.
INFO NO. 17
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Atlantic Focus
MEET 2006 runs Wednesday and Thursday,
May 3 and 4. Show hours on May 3 are 10 AM to 6
PM and May 4 from 10 AM to 6 PM. Discounted online
registration is now available at www.meet2006.com.
By registering early, visitors can save $5.00 off the
$10.00 admission fee.
Photos in this section courtesy Tourism Moncton. Visit www.gomoncton.com.

Where Atlantic Canada’s
pros meet every two years
MEET, which stands for Mechanical Electrical Electronic Technology, has proven itself one of
the top industry events in Canada. Acting as a comprehensive marketplace, this show
gives industry professionals the opportunity to see both electrical and mechanical companies from across North America under one roof.
Moncton, the proverbial ‘Hub of the Maritimes’, provides the perfect location for
this event, with its ability to attract day traffic from all three Maritime Provinces, and the
new and improved Moncton Coliseum Complex has made it possible to expand this show.
Feel free to browse our special show section to find the Exhibitor List and Show Map,
get information on education sessions, and find out about some tourist opportunities in
and around Moncton.

And while you’re at the show, be sure to stop by booth 159A and visit
Electrical Business (right next to EFC’s booth).

the latest in T&B product innovation.

MEET 2006 — Booths 283 and 284
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Some Decisions
are Tough!

Getting Great Merchandise
from Cooper Industries Isn’t!
It’s an easy decision to make...purchasing quality, labor saving products
from Cooper. Now, buying select products from the different Cooper
divisions lets you collect points and redeem them for great Cooper
branded merchandise!
Collect the peel-off labels from our products and boxes and just mail
them in.
For more information look for our Cooper First™ counter card at your
nearest distributor or visit our website at www.thecooperconnection.com.

The Power Behind The Brands.

Buying Cooper products isn’t a tough decision. Saving points for
merchandise makes it even easier.

INFO NO. 19
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MEET industry dinner at the Delta Beausejour
One of things by which MEET is remembered and keeps folks
coming back year after year is the industry dinner. Make sure
you get your tickets early for this night of networking, entertainment, great food and fun. The dinner will be held on May
3: Cocktails at 7 PM and dinner at 7:30 PM.
Entertainment for the event is being provided by Glen ‘That
Canadian Guy’ Foster, who has been a headliner on the Canadian
comedy circuit for over 15 years. Glen recently starred in his
own Comedy Network Special, “That Canadian Guy”, and has
appeared on numerous other television shows including
CBC’s “Comics”, “Just for Laughs” and “Comedy at Club 54”.
You can check him out online at www.thatcanadianguy.com.

MEET Seminars for
Electrical Professionals
* Current as of March 7, 2006

Wednesday May 3
10:30 AM
ROOM B
• Short circuit
protection safety
Presented by Ferraz Shawmut*
ROOM C
• Wireless industrial
communications
Presented by Phoenix Contact*

Skills Canada: New Brunswick Competition
MEET 2006 will host the Plumbing and Electrical Wiring
portions of the Skills Canada New Brunswick Competitions
(Compétences Canada N.-B.). These competitions bring
students together from across New Brunswick to complete
projects that are judged on skill and accuracy. The contests are
an incredible display of hands-on expertise, talent and determination, showcasing the many promising futures to be
found in trades and technology.
The winning students from these provincial events will be
invited to be part of Team New Brunswick, which will compete
at the 12th annual Canadian Skills Competition in Halifax
later this year.
The Skills Canada N.B. competitions being hosted at MEET
2006 are made possible with help from New Brunswick
Community College, Apprenticeship and Occupational
Certification branch of the Department of Training and
Employment Development, CIPH, ASHRAE, EFC and IESNA.
For more information about Skills Canada N.B., visit
www.skillscanada.nb.ca

SHOW OWNERS
The four sponsoring associations of MEET 2006—Canadian
Institute of Plumbing and Heating (CIPH), American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE), Electro-Federation Canada (EFC) and
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America
(IESNA)—are putting forth a strong, diverse and topical educational program. In fact, the seminar program has become
central to the event.
ASHRAE is an international organization formed for the
express purpose of advancing the arts and sciences of heating,
ventilation, air-conditioning and refrigeration for the public’s
benefit. These goals are achieved through research, standards
writing, continuing education and publications.
CIPH membership comprises manufacturers, wholesale and
master distributors, manufacturer agents and allied companies
who manufacture and distribute plumbing, hydronic heating,
industrial, waterworks and other mechanical products.
Through its nine active regions, members regularly meet to
conduct business, and educational and social programs.
EFC’s members represent key players in the electrical, electronics, appliance and telecommunications industries. It acts as
a forum where members can discuss issues, share business information and work to improve the environment for their industry.
IESNA is an engineering and educational society whose
purpose is to advance knowledge and disseminate information
for the improvement of the lighted environment. The society
has nine regions, 118 sections, 9500 members, 110 committees, and publishes two magazines and over 100 recommended practices on lighting.

11:30 AM
ROOM B
• The effects of raw material cost
increases for the electrical industry
Presented by Bob Thompson,
Maloney Electric
ROOM C
• Electrical inspection:
What’s wrong here?
Presented by International Electrical
Inspectors Association (IAEI)
12:30 PM
ROOM A
• Electrical/mechanical green
building technologies
Presented by the NB Department
of Supply & Services
ROOM B
• The new solutions for
automation safety
Presented by Rockwell Automation*
ROOM C
• Surge suppression systems for
industrial applications
Presented by Intermatic*
1:30 PM
ROOM B
• Energy-efficient solutions from
harmonic mitigating transformers
Presented by Delta Transformers*
ROOM C
• Electronic ballasts
new technologies and trends)
Presented by Advanced Ballast*

2:30 PM
ROOM B
• Real-world industrial
protection concerns
Presented by Siemens*
ROOM C
• Burndy compression system for
industrial, telecom and utility
Presented by FCI/Burndy*
3:30 PM
ROOM A
• Understanding the electrical code
for emergency lighting
Presented by Thomas & Betts*
ROOM B
• Industrial Ethernet
Presented by Greg Fowler, Panduit
ROOM C
• Workplace safety: arc flash protection
Presented by Eaton*

ROOM B
• Industrial Ethernet
Presented by Greg Fowler, Panduit
ROOM C
• Burndy compression system for
industrial, telecom and utility
Presented by FCI/Burndy*

Thursday May 4

1:30 PM
ROOM B
• Safety basics seminar
for industrial facilities
Presented by Bussman*
ROOM C
• The effects of raw material cost
increases for the electrical industry
Presented by Maloney Electric*

10:30 AM
ROOM B
• Changes to 2006 Canadian
Electrical Code
Presented by the NB Department
of Public Safety
ROOM C
• Real-world industrial
protection concerns
Presented by Siemens*

2:30 PM
ROOM B
• ‘NUAL’ as a conversion
to copper cables
Presented by Alcan Cable*
ROOM C
• Electronic ballasts
(new technologies and trends)
Presented by Advanced Ballast*

11:30 AM
ROOM B
• The new solutions
for automation safety
Presented by Rockwell Automation*
ROOM C
• Industrial communication solutions
Presented by Weidmuller*
12:30 PM
ROOM A
• Understanding the electrical code
for emergency lighting
Presented by Thomas & Betts*

3:30 PM
ROOM A
• Energy-efficient solutions from
harmonic mitigating transformers
Presented by Delta Transformers*
ROOM B
• Surge suppression systems for
industrial applications
Presented by Intermatic*
ROOM C
• Workplace safety: arc flash protection
Presented by Eaton*
* Speaker to be announced

SHOW
SPONSORS
Gala Dinner Gold Sponsors

• Wolseley Mechanical Group
• Liteco
• Rheem Canada Ltd.
• Soler & Palau Canada
• Crane Supply
Gala Dinner Silver Sponsors

• Enbridge Gas New Brunswick
• Bow Plumbing Group
Notepad Sponsor

• Oakville Stamping & Bending
www.
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FLOOR PLAN
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Moncton Golf & Country Club
Facilities: 18 holes, putting greens,
driving range, pro shop, clubhouse,
restaurant and bar.
Call (506) 387-3850 or
visit www.monctongolfclub.nb.ca

Lakeside Golf & Country Club
Facilities: 18 holes, separate putting green,
clubhouse, pro shop, canteen and bar.
Daily green fees.
Call (506) 861-9441 or visit
www.lakesidegolf.nb.ca

Royal Oaks Golf & Country Club
Facilities: This 18-hole PGA
Championship course is the first
Canadian course designed by Rees Jones.
Call (506) 384-3330 or
visit www.royaloaks.nb.ca

Magnetic Hill Golf & Country Club
Facilities: 18 holes, pro shop, putting
greens, power cars, pull carts, club rentals,
driving range, clubhouse, canteen and bar,
beverage cart. 18-hole and 9-hole green fees.
Call (506) 858-1611 or visit
www.maghillgolf.com

Stonehurst
Facilities: 18 holes (par 3), putting greens,
driving range, clubhouse with canteen
and pro shop. Daily green fees.
Call (506) 852-4162

mag.com

412 413

435

Country Meadows Golf Course
Facilities: 18 holes, driving range, pro
shop, canteen and bar. Daily green fees.
Call (506) 858-8909 or
visit www.countrymeadows.nb.ca

Maplewood Golf & Country Club
Facilities: 18 holes, pro shop, putting
green and canteen. Daily green fees.
Call (506) 858-7840

410

291

There are any number of things you can
see and do in both Moncton and just
outside the Greater Moncton area while
you’re in the region for MEET 2006.
And while our show section tells you
everything you need to know about the
show, it also contains valuable information on everything else you can do
while visiting that part of New
Brunswick, from places to golf and shop
to locations of natural wonder and
beauty. Check it out before planning
your trip to The Picture Province.

GOLF COURSES
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What to do while in Moncton
and New Brunswick
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FAMILY FUN AREAS
Boardwalk
Across from Magnetic Hill Park
Catch your own dinner in the trout pool, ride
the go-carts or practice on the driving range.
Call (506) 852-9406

Crystal Palace
499 Paul Street, Dieppe
Inside, discover thrilling rides, an indoor
roller coaster, 18-hole miniature golf,
Lazer Runner, children’s play park,
Jumpin’ Star, games of skill, video games
and more. The complex also houses
Crystal Palace Empire Theatres,
McGinnis Landing Restaurant,
Taste-T-Treats, Chapters and the
Ramanda Plaza Crystal Palace Hotel.
Call (506) 859-4386 or
visit www.crystalpalace.ca
Magnetic Hill Zoo
The zoo offers a diverse collection of animals from every corner of the world,
including lemurs from Madagascar, gibbon apes, tigers and lion-tailed macaques
from Asia, reeves muntjacs from China,
lions and zebras from Africa, reindeer
from Lappland and more. Pet one of the
many goats and other animals in Old
MacDonald’s Barnyard.
Call (506) 877-7718
or visit www.moncton.ca/zoo

Sandspit Amusement Park
Located 20 minutes from Moncton on route
15, Shediac, the park offers the Can-Am racers, miniature golf, bumper boats, children’s
rides, old-fashioned games, arcade, carousel,
canteen and a patio.
Call (506) 532-8111 or visit www.sandspit.com

WITHIN AN HOUR’S DRIVE
OF GREATER MONCTON
Kouchibouguac National Park
The park is open year-round and boasts 60
kilometres of hiking and biking trails, canoeing,
two campgrounds and picnic sites throughout.
Kelly’s and Callander beaches are also here.
Interpretation programs are available.
Call (506) 876-2443 or visit www.pc.gc.ca
Richibucto River Resort
Aboriginal Interpretations
Experience the Migmag heritage through the
art of storytelling, traditional crafts and songs.
Take a journey along the Richibucto River
where the Migmag once traveled.
Daily journey available.
Call (506/866) 803-4480
Olivier Soapery
Bouctouche, Route 11, Exit 42
Visitors can check out one of the daily soapmaking demonstrations or browse through
“the museum, soap library, the Soap Art
gallery or boutiques.
Call (506) 743-8938 or (888) 755-5550, or
visit www.oliviersoaps.com
Irving Eco-Centre, The Bouctouche Dunes
Bouctouche, Route 11, Exit 32A-B, on Route 475
This centre preserves and restores one of the
few remaining sand dunes on the northeastern
coastline. These dunes stretch 12 kilometres
and are home to a variety of animals, birds and
marine life. The centre and its two kilometres
of boardwalk allow visitors a chance to view
the dunes without destroying their natural
habitat. There is also an interpretation centre
and discovery activities on site.
Call (506) 743-2600 or (888)640-3300,
or visit www.irvingecocentre.com
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MEET Exhibitor List

Well over 300 exhibitors will show off their wares and services next month at MEET in Moncton.
Plan you day accordingly and try to visit as many as possible, particularly Electrical Business in
booth 159A, right next to Electro-Federation Canada (EFC).

Company ........................................Booth(s)

Company ........................................Booth(s)

Company ........................................Booth(s)

Company ........................................Booth(s)

Company ........................................Booth(s)

3M Canada Co. ...................................................263
A.M.T.S. Ltd........................................................358
ABB....................................................................224
Accubid Systems ..................................149 and 506
Ace Manufacturing ............................................232
Action Fasteners.................................................527
Acudor Acorn Ltd................................................520
Advance Transformer .........................................230
Advanced Energy Management .........................469
Aeroflo ...............................................................413
Aimlite Corp. ......................................................271
Air King Ltd. .......................................................189
Alberta Custom Tee ............................................323
Alcan Cable ........................................................202
Allpriser .............................................................541
American Standard ............................................347
Amtrol................................................................387
Anvil International Canada ................................464
Aqua Tech Sales & Marketing.............................531
Armco Agencies .................................................355
Asco Valve Canada..............................................432
ASHRAE..............................................................503
Atlantic Ca..........................................................237
Atlantic Interface & Controls Ltd. .......................288
Aube Technologies ...........................................249C
Axiom Industries................................................522
Axis Lighting ........................................231 and 252
Banvil 2000......................................................249B
Barrett Sales........................367–371 and 387–391
Beckett Canada ..................................................410
Beghelli Canada.................................................150
Belanger UPT .....................................................511
Belimo Aircontrols (Can) ....................................342
Bell & Bell Sales................321–323 and 346–352A
Bemag Transformer............................................152
Bemis Manufacturing ........................................351
Benjamin Heating Products ...............................344
Bibby-Ste-Croix..................................................306
Blanco Canada .................................................362B
BMI Canada........................................................333
Bosch Power Tools..............................................527
Boshart Industries..............................................348
BOW Plumbing Group........................................370
Bradford White Canada......................................313
Brady Canada.....................................................260
Brant Steel Products ..........................................356
Bray Controls Canada Corp. ................................401
Briggs Plumbing Products..................................451
Britech Corp. ......................................................176
Broan – Nutone Canada.....................................261
Brockway Enterprises ..........201–207 and 244–236
Bruce Sutherland Associates ..............................359
Bryant................................................................557
Buderus..............................................................325
Burnham Hydronics .........................................480A
Cablofil...............................................................259
Cdn. Copper & Brass Development Assoc. ..........309
Canadian Hydronics Council.............................501A
Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating ........501
Canlyte...............................................................290
Canplas ..............................................................470
Carlon ................................................................248
Carrier..............................................................557A
Cash Acme (Div. of Reliance Worldwide)............459
CCTF Corp. ..........................................................315
Ceralux Industries ..............................................362
Chemline Plastics Ltd. ........................................519
Columbia/MBF Eastern Wire & Conduit..............226

Comac Corp. (Nova & World Handryers)231 and 252
Conbraco Industries Canada...............................449
Controls & Equipment Ltd. .................................405
Convectair..........................................................264
Cooper B-Line ....................................................266
Cooper Bussman ................................................266
Cooper Crouse-Hinds..........................................266
Cooper Lighting .................................................266
Cooper Wiring Devices .......................................266
Crane Plumbing Canada Corp.............................371
Crane Supply Valves ...........................................509
Cristal Controls Ltd. ............................................168
CSA Enterprises ...................273–276 and 288–290
Cuno Water Group............................................449A
Custom Electronic Assemblies Ltd....................257A
Cyclone Lighting (1-Booth) ..................231 and 252
Dahl Brothers Canada Ltd...................................318
Danfoss Heating Product....................................554
Danfoss Inc. Burner Components .......................400
Décor Grates.......................................................477
Delta Faucet Canada ..........................................379
Delta Group........................................................203
Dimplex North America .....................................275
Dobbin Sales Ltd. ...............................................556
Douglas Lighting Controls..................................147
DTS Marketing.....................251–255 and 277–278
Dynair Div. Carlisle Canada.................................438
E.S. Gallagher Sales Ltd......................................460
Eastern Tanks .....................................................345
Eastwin Enterprises ........455–459A and 478–480A
Eaton Electrical ..................................................238
Eaton Electrical Services & Systems ...................208
Eaton Power Quality Ltd.....................................209
ebm-papst .........................................................163
ECR International Ltd. – Olsen Div. ....................341
EGS Electrical Group...........................................204
Eiko Canada .......................................................169
ELECTRICAL BUSINESS .................................159A
Electrical Line Magazine ....................................175
Electro-Federation Canada.................................159
ELP Marketing ..................................243, 266–272,
.........................................266B–271 and 285–287
Enbridge Gas New Brunswick.............................418
Enershield Industries Ltd....................................559
Engineered Air ...................................................463
Engravers Depot Inc./New Hermes.....................140
Enterprise Fawcett .............................................441
Entertrak Inc. .....................................................408
Enviroguard Products.........................................351
EnviroTech Instruments of Canada Ltd. ..............274
Erico...................................................................454
Expert Estimator Electrical .................................215
Expert Estimator Mechanical .............................437
Express Radiant ...............................................460B
F.E. Myers...........................................................428
Fairview Fittings & Mfg. Ltd...............................326
Fantech Ltd. .......................................................319
FCI Canada .........................................................201
Fernco Connectors............................................336B
Ferraz Shawmut Canada..................................288A
Festo Inc.............................................................153
Filtration Lab .....................................................434
Filtration Plus.....................................................426
Flexcon Industries ..............................................436
Flir Systems........................................................262
Focus Electrical Sales...........168–166 and 179–181
Fusetek ............................................................245A
G Lighting ..........................................................277

G.F. Thompson Co. Ltd. .......................................349
Gardner Bender Div. Acuant Canada ..................249
GE Lighting ........................................................241
GE Security Canada..........................................272A
General Wire Spring Co.......................................383
Giant Factories ...................................................364
Global Commander Canada................................247
Global Mechanical Systems Ltd..........................327
Globe Union Canada ..........................................508
Granby Steel Tanks.............................................354
Greenlee Textron................................................276
Grundfos Canada................................................390
GSW Water Heating ...........................................317
H.M. Brown Sales ......................................259–264
Hammond Manufacturing Co. .........................273A
Harris Atlantic Sales........438–438A and 460–460B
Haydon Corp.......................................................308
Heat Transfer Products .......................................534
Heating, Refrigeration and A/C Inst. of Canada..330
HG Spec ...........................................................459A
Hoffman Enclosures ...........................................285
Holophane Lighting ...........................................214
Honeywell..........................................................430
HPAC Magazine..................................................518
Hubbell Canada/Lighting Div. ............................251
Hubbell Canada/Wiring Products Div. ................161
Hunt Dimming .....................................231 and 252
Hydro Dyne ........................................................505
Hydromatic Pumps.............................................472
Hydro-Mechanical Sales ..............302–308 and 534
Hytek Plastics Sales............................................380
Ideal Industries (Canada) Corp. ..........................206
Ilsco of Canada.................................................152A
Imperial Manufacturing Group ..........................424
In-Sink-Erator (Canada) ...................................362C
Intermatic Canada..............................................268
International Comfort Products – Canada .........532
Invensys Climate Control – Electrical Wholesale234
Invensys Controls.............................................369A
Inventex.............................................................242
IPEX....................................................................291
ITT Fluid Products Canada..................................376
ITT Red Jacket..................................................470A
J.F.Taylor Enterprises .........549A–556 and 520–524
J. Levandier Sales................449–453 and 470–474
J. Wright Sales ...................347A–355, 377 and 379
Jay R. Smith .......................................................555
JBM Sales.....................................510–514 and 539
Jenkins – NH......................................................514
John L. Schultz...................................................369
Juno Lighting .......................................231 and 252
Kamco Products...............................................352A
Kerr Controls Ltd. ...............................................343
Kindred Industries..............................................377
Laars Heating Systems Canada ..........................302
Lenox (American Saw).....................................362A
Leviton.............................................................264A
Liberty Pumps....................................................383
Lind Equipment....................................231 and 252
Liteline Corp.......................................................243
Litetec................................................................280
Lithonia Lighting (Acuity Lighting)....................166
Longevity Acrylics............................................347A
Lumec..............................................................275A
Lutron ................................................................286
Luxo Lamp .........................................................181
Lyncar Products..................................................368
M.A. Stewart......................................................340

M.G.B. Electric....................................................165
Maax..................................................................374
MacLeod & Grant..................................468 and 477
MainLine Backflow Products............................353A
Malley Industries ...............................................136
Master Ltd..........................................................481
Mediterranean Trading Co..................................383
Mestek Canada...................................................442
Metaltech Ltd.....................................................393
Mibec Ltd. ..........................................................419
Mifab Manufacturing Inc. ..................................440
Mircom Technologies Ltd....................................162
Mirolin Industries...............................................322
Mission Rubber ..................................................453
Moen .................................................................321
Moloney Electric ................................................164
MTP Instruments .............................................240B
Mueller Flow Control..........................................412
Munden Enterprises Ltd. ......................................78
Nailor Industries ................................................443
Natural Resources Canada..................................386
NBSCETT.............................................................504
NCI Marketing....................................................353
NESCO ..................................................231 and 252
New Brunswick Natural Gas Association ............521
Newmac Mfg......................................................338
NSI Industries.....................................................244
NTI .....................................................................334
Nuco Firestopping Products ...............................527
Nutech Brands Inc. – Lifebreath ........................328
Oakville Stamping and Bending.........................480
Oatey Canada SCS ..............................................352
Omron Canada ...................................................216
Ontor Ltd............................................................476
Ortronics/Legrand..............................................219
Osram Sylvania ..................................................282
Ouellet Canada...................................................240
Panasonic Canada ..............................................246
Panduit Canada Corp..........................................154
Partington Sales..............336–336C and 362–362C
Pass & Seymour/Legrand...................................218
Peerless Electric .................................................278
Philips Lighting..................................................138
Phoenix Contact.................................................273
Pinnacle Marketing .................218–220, 245–249C
.........................................................and 246–249A
Plexus Connectivity Solutions ............................170
Power Survey.....................................................270
Powrmatic of Canada.........................................416
Primex Wireless..................................................272
Pro-Line Mechanical Filtration...........................467
Quality Sound & Alarm ......................................154
QuikPen International........................................421
R.J. Wood & Associates Ltd.................................148
Rack-A-Tiers .........................................231 and 252
Radiodetection ................................................240A
RAE MAC Agencies .............................................384
Rafales Agencies ................................................383
Ralston Metal Products......................................210
Raypack Canada Ltd...........................................550
RBI .....................................................................444
R-Can Environmental .........................................336
RCC Electronics...................................................112
Rehau Industries................................................471
Reversomatic Manufacturing Ltd. ......................415
Rheem Canada Ltd...........................................336C
Ridge Tool Co......................................................446
Riello Burners North America.............................533

Roby Metal 2000 .............................................438A
Rockwell Automation.........................................221
Roth Canada ......................................................450
Rothenberger USA .............................................456
Royal Pipe Systems ............................................279
S&D Marketing Ltd...............................252 and 231
S.A. Armstrong Ltd.............................................534
SFA Saniflo.........................................................381
SIE......................................................................530
Siemens .............................................................281
Sigma Corp.........................................................553
Sika Concrete Products.......................................527
Slant/FIN Ltd......................................................391
Sola Canada .........................................231 and 252
Soler & Palau Canada.........................................458
South East Fire Stopping....................................171
Standard Products..............................................269
Stanpro Lighting Systems ..................................179
Steck Connectors..................................231 and 252
Stelpro Design....................................................207
Streamline Copper & Brass.................................385
Stresscrete Group –
Stresscrete/King Luminaire ...........................249A
Superior Radiant Products ...............................549B
System Sensor....................................................258
T. Donovan & Son (1997) ...................................316
Taco Canada.......................................................552
Taylor Agencies ..................................................407
Taylor Pipe Support............................................539
Techspan Industries ...........................................255
Tekmar Control Systems.......................................88
Thomas & Betts....................................283 and 284
Thomas Industrial Sales .....................................360
Thomas Lighting Canada ...................................151
Tomlin Industries ...............................................510
Trane Atlantic.....................................................429
TRC Hydraulics ...................................................465
Triangle Tube/Phase III Co. .................................455
Trident Pump & Filtration ..................................404
Trustek Sales........................364–370, 341 and 345
Unistrut Canada .................................................403
United Wire and Cable .......................................287
Uponor Canada ..................................................305
Urecon ...............................................................406
Ushio....................................................231 and 252
Vanguard Piping Systems ..................................511
Van-Packer Co. ...................................................524
Venmar Ventilation ............................................473
Victaulic .............................................................427
Visioneering Corp. ................................231 and 252
Vista Star (Oil Yeller Oventrop).........................438B
Watergroup of Companies..................................448
Watts Industries .............................46, 367 and 303
Wavell ..................................................231 and 252
Weidmuller........................................................85A
Wellmate ...........................................................474
Wheeler Rex Manufacturing ................................83
White Rodgers ...................................................534
Wilo Canada.......................................................350
Wiremold.........................................................249B
Wolseley HVAC/R ...............................................409
Woodhead Canada.............................................257
WWG Totaline ....................................................558
Zurn Industries.....................................304 and 457

Where to stay in Moncton
DELTA BEAUSÉJOUR
750 Main Street
Toll Free: (800) 268-1133
Local: (506) 854-4344
www.deltahotels.com
COUNTRY INN & SUITES
2475 Mountain Road
Local: (506) 852-7000

CROWNE PLAZA
1005 Main Street
Local: (506) 854-6340
www.crowneplaza.com
RAMADA CRYSTAL
PALACE HOTEL
499 Paul Street
Toll Free: (800) 561-7108
Local: (506) 858-8584

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
2515 Mountain Road
Toll Free: (888) 561-7666
www.hiemoncton.com
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THOMAS & BETTS (BOOTHS 283 AND 284)
Self-fusing insulation tape

Steel City® residential floor box kit

pliers to find out more about the products highlighted in our

Wherever wire and cable
terminations are found,
Thomas & Betts Ltd.’s selffusing insulation tape seals,
protects, repairs and harnesses with amazing dielectric strength. No adhesives
or heat are required to
form an immediate and
permanent bond, even in
wet conditions. The Tape resists UV rays, ozone, radiation,
arc track, steam/moisture, fresh/saltwater and temperatures ranging from –90°C to 260°C (see back cover).

MEET 2006 Product Showcase.

Resimarr® 833 marrette®

Designed for installation in residential wood, ceramic and carpet floors, the new Steel City®
71W single-gang residential floor
box kit from Thomas & Betts
puts power where homeowners
need it most. Affordable and
conveniently packaged, the kit
includes switch box, cover,
flange and receptacle, and is
available in brass or nickel finishes. Moptite™ covers meet UL
scrubwater requirements for
wood, tile and carpet. To learn
more, visit www.tnb-canada.com or call (450) 347-5318.

Product Showcase
Networking opportunities, education sessions and gala industry dinner aside, perhaps MEET’s biggest draw is the exhibition
floor—the marketplace for the latest and greatest in products
and services for the industry. Be sure to visit the following sup-

INNOVATIVE LIGHTING
SOLUTIONS FOR CANADA'S
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL MARKETS

Introducing the latest addition to the
marrette® family: the
Resimarr® 833 twiston wire connector.
T&B’s Resimarr 833
can accommodate a
range of wire connectors from #22 to #8. Designed by
Thomas & Betts engineers to make connecting wires fast
and easy, the Resimarr 833 features an advanced ergonomic
design that reduces finger fatigue during repetitive installations, delivers maximum torque in all weather conditions
and provides superior wire connection with no pretwisting.
A dichromate spring finish provides 10 times the corrosion
resistance of standard zinc. For more information, call
(450) 347-5318 or visit www.tnb-canada.com.

Ty-Duct™ wiring duct
Thomas & Betts’new Ty-Duct™
wiring duct offers a total
solution for routing and concealing wiring in control
panels. Wiring duct is available in solid, wide slot, narrow slot and round hole versions to meet capacity and
flexibility requirements. Widths range from 0.75 in. to 6 in.
and depths from 1 in. to 6 in. It’s available in four colours with
a complete selection of accessories and installation tools. An
optional adhesive back is available for quick, hassle-free
installation. Call Thomas & Betts Ltd. at (450) 347-5318 or
visit www.tnb-canada.com to find out more.

BRADY (BOOTH 260)

The Standard Advantages:
Innovative high quality products
Full range of specialized energy saving, long life,
security coated and premium performance products
Complete line of lighting solutions: lamps, ballasts
and optical products
Exceptional technical support
Wide availability at lighting and electrical wholesalers

When you are looking for the
combination of innovation,
quality and service specify Standard!
LEADERS IN LIGHTING

www.standardpro.com

For more info, contact info@standardpro.com
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Brady ID PAL labelling tool

BradyGlo evacuation brochure

So affordable, you can get
one for everyone on the
crew. Label virtually anything, anywhere, with the
affordable, portable ID PAL
labelling tool. It uses Brady
labels that stick and stay
stuck to the toughest surfaces: from wire and cable
to highly textured plastics—even in harsh environments. At $129, every
toolbox should have one. For more information, contact
Brady at (800) 263-6179.

In an emergency evacuation,
make sure you have products
that help people find their way
out quickly and safely. Brady’s
advanced photoluminescent
technology takes advantage
of a patented formula that
enhances the afterglow performance of the material. The
improved materials glow
brighter and longer than previous photoluminescent technologies, making them a widely accepted and practical
solution. Request your very own Brady evacuation
brochure by calling (800) 263-6179.

Brady raised panel labels

Brady’s lockout/tagout
solutions catalogue

Create a legend whenever and wherever you
need one. Brady B-593
raised panel labels give
you the quality and
durability you need
with the advantages of
fast, on-demand labels
whenever you need
them. They’re easier, faster and more cost-effective than
engraved metal plates. For a sample and more information,
contact Brady at (800) 263-6179.

Brady is a world leader in
hazardous energy control
products and services. Its catalogue is loaded with useful
information and over
100 innovative new products. The most recent introductions include padlocks,
universal valve lockout
systems and Lockout Pro™ software. Request a copy by
calling (800) 263-6179.

COOPER (BOOTH 266)
Sophistication in every room
The Aspire design system
comprises a full line of
wiring devices to meet
every interior application:
wall switches, dimmers and
receptacles, wall plates
and much more. After so
much thought went into
furniture selection, it makes sense to choose the one
enhancement that will make a noticeable contribution to

the look of every room. The Aspire design system is offered
in three dual-tone designs: the crisp brilliance of White
Satin, the romantic warmth of Desert Sand and the boldly
dramatic Silver Granite. Each highlights a gloss-finish primary colour with pearlescent secondary tones for a look that’s
dramatically different. Visit www.cooperwiringdevices.com.

Signal and alarm products
Cooper Crouse-Hinds offers a full line of signal and alarm
products designed for use in explosive atmospheres, as
well as harsh industrial and commercial applications. The
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continued

MEDC Series offers a superb
range of products, including
horns, strobes, speakers, manual
alarm call points and other
communication products. The
products’ IEC rating ensures
overseas compatibility, as well
as compliance with the ‘Zone’ classification of hazardous areas,
increasingly being employed in Canada. Worldwide listings with cUL,
UL, ATEX, GOST, CSA and CQST (Chinese) provide customer solutions
the competition can’t match. Visit www.crouse-hinds.com.

Hanging system
Cooper B-Line’s KwikWire™ hanging system is a flexible replacement for jack chain and all thread rod. It slashes your hanging time
and the clamp can be adjusted easily by hand. KwikWire installs
fast: it quickly wraps around beams with no drilling required.
Simple height adjustments are made by releasing the clamp’s

adjustment pin (no tools required). It blends in with
upper structural supports for an aesthetically pleasing result, is compatible with many B-Line fastener,
anchor and hanger products,
and is ideal for sloped ceiling
applications (supports loads at
up to a 60° angle from vertical).
Visit www.cooperb-line.com.

Permanent fuse indication
The newly extended Cooper Bussmann® Low-Peak® fuse
line with optional easyID™ permanent replacement fuse
indication speeds troubleshooting by quickly locating the
open fuse. The indicator is either black or white; no inbetween colour so no second guessing. Like all Cooper
Bussmann Low-Peak fuses, this Class J and RK1 line extension offers time-delay overload protection and a high
300,000A interrupting rating for all commercial and indus-

trial applications. With their high degree of current limitation, Low-Peak fuses
significantly reduce the available energy to faulted circuits and minimize arc
flash and blast hazards. Visit www.bussmann.com.

H3 from Halo
A leader in recessed lighting, Halo is celebrating 50 years of partnership with the electrical,
contractor and design community. The H3
offering provides a new dimension in lighting: the H3 family. This line boasts ultra-compact trims of only 3-in. aperture in a variety of
finishes: some classic, like White or Black, and
some new, like Satin Nickel, Polished Chrome,
Antique Copper and Tuscan Bronze. Eight new
housings satisfy every installation need—
from new construction to remodelling—with features designed for quick
installation, such as GOT NAIL! bar hangers and Slide-N-Side junction boxes.
Halo: the first name in lighting. Visit www.cooperlighting.com.

FERRAZ SHAWMUT (BOOTH 288A)

IMPROVE SAFETY!

Engineered switches
These three-pole fused
switches feature a 120VAC
fusible shunt trip for remote
disconnect in critical applications, including elevator
circuits, emergency systems
and data processing facilities. Additional valueadded, engineered products are available from Ferraz Shawmut
Canada Inc. Call (416) 252-9371 or visit www.ferrazshawmut.com.

IT’S ALL WITHIN CLICKING DISTANCE.

High-speed J fuse
Most of today’s drives and soft-starters
don’t have room for the high-speed
internal fusing that protects their sensitive power semiconductors. That’s why
Ferraz Shawmut created the Amp-Trap
High-Speed J fuse, specifically designed
to safeguard electronic motor controllers. The result is one fuse that provides both branch circuit protection
and the high-speed protection you need
to prevent damage to your motor controller’s sensitive internal
electronics. Call (416) 252-9371 or visit www.ferrazshawmut.com.

Finger-safe power distribution blocks
Ferraz Shawmut’s new FSPDBs—
the industry’s first finger-safe
power distribution blocks—were
developed in response to the
growing demand for safer electrical panels. These innovative, modular units meet the requirements
of IEC 529 and provide: the IP-20
grade protection demanded by
safety-conscious end users and
international standards; easy DINrail mounting; space-saving footprints; timesaving captive termination screws; and multiple openings to accommodate a range of
wire sizes. Call (416) 252-9371 or visit www.ferrazshawmut.com.

www.highspeedj.com
Today’s drives and soft-starters contain sensitive power semiconductors –the majority of these
controllers do not have internal high-speed fusing to protect them. And while branch circuit protection
with traditional fuses or circuit breakers meets C.E. Code requirements, it leaves these controllers
vulnerable to unnecessary damage.

SmartSpot indicator
Want to avoid guesswork?
Speed your fuse replacements?
Cut costly downtime? Choose
Ferraz Shawmut’s innovative
SmartSpot indicator! Its
advanced material senses
when a fuse opens and turns
from silver to eye-catching
red. And it stays red, so you
can spot it quickly and safely
with the power off. Plus,
SmartSpot’s unique solidbody design means there’s
nothing to compromise the fuse’s structural integrity or reliability.
Call (416) 252-9371 or visit www.ferrazshawmut.com.

That’s why our new Amp-Trap® High-Speed J fuse is specifically designed for the operating
characteristics of electronic motor controllers. With the overload capacity and dimensions of a Class J
fuse and the performance of a semiconductor fuse, it provides the branch circuit protection required by
the C.E. Code and the high-speed protection you need to prevent costly damage and downtime.
HIGH-SPEED J
is the only fuse designed
to meet branch circuit
requirements and provide
high-speed protection for
electronic motor controllers

To learn more, visit ferrazshawmut.com/hsj and download our article “Caught Unprotected?”
Call your Ferraz Shawmut rep or distributor and ask for your “High Speed Class J fuse” bulletin. And keep
one monster of a problem for destroying your productivity.
FERRAZ SHAWMUT CANADA INC.
88 Horner Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5Y3
Phone: 1 800 AMP TRAP Fax: 1 800 FUSE FAX
www.ferrazshawmut.com

Your circuit protection resource.

Circle 44 on Reader Service Card
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OSRAM SYLVANIA (BOOTH 282)
Octron® 28W T8 lamps and Quicktronic® 347V systems
Whether for retrofits or new construction, Octron® SuperSaver®
lamps and Quicktronic® highefficiency (QHE) ballasts are the
energy-saving systems choice for
business. Sylvania 28W Octron®
FO28 XP SuperSaver Ecologic®
lamps operate on standard T8
instant-start systems and provide
12.5% energy savings over standard 32W Octron lamps. The 94% lumen maintenance of these lamps ensures light levels are maintained while energy is saved.
QHE electronic T8 ballasts save an additional 6% over standard electronic ballasts
without compromising light output or lamp life. They also feature <10%THD and
347V. Together, this system provides 30–50% energy savings when compared to F40T12
standard magnetic systems. Call (800) LIGHT BULB or visit www.sylvania.com.

Pentron® C T5 fluorescent systems
OSRAM Sylvania’s Pentron® C T5HO lamp
uses amalgam technology that allows it to
be used over a wide temperature range,
and provides 90% of its rated light output
from as low as 5°C to as high as 75°C. For
extreme temperature applications, this
lamp is the best T5HO choice for achieving the highest possible light output.
Additionally, typical T5HO lamps take about two minutes to reach full brightness, whereas the Pentron Constant lamps can reduce this time by up to 50%.
Call (800) LIGHT BULB or visit www.sylvania.com.
LED systems
OSRAM Sylvania offers a full line of LED
modules and power supply products. LED
modules can be used in a variety of applications due to their long life, small size, shock
resistance and low power consumption.

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC
The OSRAM Optotronic® power supplies (which drive the light sources) are
compact and electronically stabilized. They are available in 10VDC and 24VDC
outputs and have an input voltage range of 100V to 240V, enabling their use on
single-phase AC power lines. Optotronic power supplies are protected against
short circuiting, overloading and overheating. Call (800) LIGHT BULB or visit
www.sylvania.com.

Voltage-indicating safety
switches increase safety
Optional voltage indicators are now available on Schneider Electric Square D heavyduty, 600V, 3–6 pole, Type 1, 3R/12, 4/4X
safety switch enclosures. Mounted on the
line and/or load side, these indicators
detect any current greater than 2mA,
increasing safety and helping prevent arcflash hazards and electric shock. Voltage
indicators, along with Square D’s other
safety features—such as visible blades,
viewing windows and colour-coded handles—provide the ultimate
safety switch solution. For more information about Square D safety
switches and other power distribution products, call your local
Schneider Electric rep or distributor, or visit www.schneider-electric.ca.

Metalarc® Powerball™ ceramic MH lamps
Metalarc® Powerball™ ceramic MH lamps
meet today’s colour-critical needs by combining efficacy and long life with improved
lamp-to-lamp colour consistency and high
CRI. The 320W Powerball® ceramic MH
lamp has an efficacy of 117LPW, 37,500
initial lumens and an 85 CRI, making it a
great alternative to standard 400W MH or fluorescent lamps in high-bay applications. Replace a standard 400W lamp and ballast system with a 320W
Powerball® system and save 20% in energy costs while improving overall sys- Magelis® XBT-GT touch screen terminal
tem performance. Power supplies are available in both electronic and magnet- The Telemecanique® Magelis®
ic versions for a complete system solution. Call (800) LIGHT BULB or visit XBT-GT 2000 Series (5.7 in.)
www.sylvania.com.
terminal provides exceptional
display quality with adjustable
DURA-ONE electrodeless CFLs
contrast and brightness, and
The illumination technology of Sylvania DURA-ONE
TFT 65,536/STN 4096 colours
electrodeless CFLs raises the standard of lighting
or 16 monochrome levels. A
performance to new heights. The DURA-ONE lamp
USB port allows instantaneous
has a rated life of 15,000 hours or 13 years. Longer
links with peripherals. It intelife means fewer replacements and lower maintegrates Ethernet and can be
nance costs, making them ideal for applications
simultaneously connected on Modbus®, Modbus TCP/IP and Uniwhere re-lamping is difficult. The amalgam techTelway™. The plug-and-play terminal is programmed with extremely
nology in the DURA-ONE lamp delivers high light
user-friendly Vijeo Designer™ software. It features a powerful 64-bit
output for a wider temperature range than ordinary CFLs, with reliable starting RISC processor and 16MB memory capacity, and easy-to-install spring
temperatures as low as –7ºC. Providing bright light in an instant, the DURA-ONE clips. To learn more about this or other Telemecanique automation and
lamp (currently available as a BR30 but soon as an A19 bulb) also offers flicker-free control products from Schneider Electric, call your local Schneider
starting. Call (800) LIGHT BULB or visit www.sylvania.com.
Electric rep or distributor, or visit www.telemecanique.com.

MORE
THAN
JUST
DEGREES

With the Fluke family of
temperature solutions you get
fast, accurate measurements
and Fluke ruggedness no
matter which tool you choose.

PLUS
• Cost-effective infrared solutions
• Contact and non-contact
thermometers
• Single- and dual-input models
• Optional analysis and graphics
with FlukeView® Forms
• Laser targeting
• Broad range of probes and
accessories

Learn more. Do more.
www.morethanjust.ca/degrees
1-800-36-FLUKE
Learn about temperature measurements
with a Fluke Application Note.
Our online Reference Library offers a variety of application notes and tool tips on
temperature testing. From step-by-step introductions to predictive maintenance
troubleshooting tricks, Fluke helps you get more from your test tool.
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TRUCKS FOR THE TRADE//

TRUCKS
for your working pleasure
ven though this issue of Electrical Business
was just wrapping up production during the
conclusion of The Work Truck Show in
Atlanta, Ga., we would have been remiss not
to stop the presses to report on some of the neat products unveiled at the show. Check out the following
offerings for your working pleasure.

E

Photos © Sterling Truck Corp.

Several major
makers unveil
new workhorses

BY ANTHONY CAPKUN

The Sterling 360™ workhorse debuts

2287

®Adrian Steel is a registered trademark of Adrian Steel.
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That’s the retail value of the Work-Ready Equipment you can receive when you
purchase or lease an eligible new GM van through the Business Choice program.
Quality Adrian Steel® all purpose storage bin system helps you put all the plentiful
space inside Chevrolet Express and GMC Savana to very good use. With
Adrian Steel, you know the upﬁtting equipment is going to be durable, just like your
GM van. The right choice for your line of work – Business Choice. It’s Your Business,
It’s Your Choice. Visit ﬂeet.gmcanada.com or call 1-800-866-0313 for more information.

A number of features speak to the workhorse
package that is the Sterling 360 from Sterling
Truck Corp., starting with its fuel economy. The
company took test results from Transportation
Research Center (TRC) Inc. and used a conservative calculation to show that, under regular driving conditions, the cab-over engine (COE) 360
provides savings of $600 USD/year or more.
Ergonomics play a big factor in cab entry/egress
and occupancy. The doors open wider and, once
inside, drivers will find more than 90 cf of cab volume and more floor and belly room. The truck
comfortably seats three and allows the driver to
pass through the cab and exit curbside.
For even more room and ergonomic seating, the
360 features a 1.5-in. steering column tilt.
Passenger seats (which can be used as bench space)
have a fully adjustable seatback angle, while the
driver’s seat has a height-adjustable armrest and a
range of seatback angles.
When it comes to upfitting the truck, the shorter cab-to-body clearance of 4.5 in. allows for
longer bodies with more load-carrying capacity
and a range of body mount positions.
Additionally, with 300 lb less curb weight than
comparable models, the 360 carries more payload.
Standard truck features include A/C, power
steering, telescoping steering column, ABS, power
door locks, daytime running lights, back-up
alarm, crush bars in doors, cold weather starting
aid, power take-off (PTO) opening and drive gear,
oil check button in cab and a Panasonic AM/FM
radio with CD player.
Sterling wants to simplify the purchase process
as much as possible, and offers customized financing through DaimlerChrysler Truck Financial.
Sterling says customers can simply walk into a
participating dealership, work with an expert to
select the best model for their needs, make a purchase, and drive it directly off the lot.
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Upfit-friendliness is a prevailing theme
of the new Dodge Ram 3500 Chassis
Cab, which debuted in the Class 3
chassis segment. It is the first Ram
chassis with a one-piece C-channel
frame, industry-standard 34-in. frame
rail spacing and flat, ‘clean’ frame
rails. Also, all chassis components are
below the frame surface, assuring easy
adaptability and versatility for virtually any upfit application.
The 3500 Chassis Cab’s fuel filler
is routed through the frame, and an
optional mid-ship fuel tank frees up
more space behind the rear axle for
special upfit applications. Fuel and
brake lines are routed together on the
frame’s left side to make better use of
space along the frame, which also has
clearance for rear-exhaust routing.
Electrical connections are userfriendly thanks to three-fused battery
feeds routed into the cab and onto the

n
ou

Ram 3500 Chassis Cab
bursts onto Class 3 scene

rear of the chassis. A high-current
50A ground stud is located at the rear
of the frame. Together, these unique
upfit-friendly enhancements provide
a streamlined assembly process that
reduces costs for upfitters, secondstage manufacturers and customers.
The 3500 Chassis Cab boasts a high
single-rear-wheel GVWR (10,200 lb),
frame strength of 50-ksi steel, large
standard fuel tank (52 gal), standard
V-8 power (HEMI® with 330 hp)
and long oil change intervals (15,000

mi). It also offers two powerful engine
choices: the 6.7-L Cummins highoutput turbodiesel or the gasoline
HEMI V8. The transmission is offered
in either six-speed automatic (diesel
only) or manual, both with power
take-off (PTO) capability.
Blending full-size interior comfort
with commercial convenience, the
3500 Chassis Cab features 64.9 cf of
interior space (in regular cab models)
and an easy-to-navigate instrument
panel cluster. With more than a dozen

Offer lyriQ™ Multi-Room Audio
from On-Q/Legrand.
Now you can offer superb sound anywhere in the
home. lyriQ™ Multi-Room Audio is extra-versatile,
with all the options customers want — like
remote control and support for local-source
input including MP3 players. It offers pacesetting
style. And it’s quick and simple to install. Get all
the details from your P&S distributor — or visit
www.passandseymour.com/audio.
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advanced safety technologies and
enhanced accident-avoidance features
available, it’s no wonder the 3500
Chassis Cab is targeting, among others,
tradesmen and fleet customers.

Photo © Mitsubishi Fuso Truck of America Inc.

Mitsubishi Fuso Truck of America Inc.
was on hand to show its medium-duty
COE concept: the Canter Eco Hybrid.
The electric truck combines a small,
clean-burning diesel engine, ultra-slim
electric motor/generator and advanced
lithium-ion batteries in a drivetrain that
also includes a high-efficiency automated mechanical transmission. The

result is a truck that produces significantly less emissions than its standard
diesel-only model.
The small, efficient 123-hp turbocharged diesel engine is the same
one employed in conventional mediumduty truck service in Japan for several
years. This is coupled to a slim 47-hp
brushless permanent-magnet synchronous electric motor/generator. Finally,
power from both the diesel and electric

drives is carried through an Inomat II
automated mechanical transmission.
So how does it work? The hybrid system
switches its operational mode according
to the driving situation. The electric
motor is used to drive the vehicle when
starting off. During hard acceleration,
both diesel engine and electric motor/
generator power the vehicle. When
cruising, the vehicle is driven by diesel
only. When slowing down or braking,
the electric motor/generator functions
as a generator to slow the vehicle, converting braking energy into electric energy and storing it in the battery.
In the Fuso Eco-Hybrid, every time the
driver lifts his foot off the accelerator,
the diesel engine is taken offline, and an
inverter automatically switches the electric motor/generator into generator
mode, feeding power to the batteries.
This ‘regenerative braking’ is at the
heart of the truck’s efficiency—the
equivalent of pouring some diesel fuel
back into the tank of a conventional truck
every time it slows or stops.
“The Mitsubishi Fuso Canter Eco
Hybrid demonstrates the potential for
combining environmental performance
and efficiency in an alternative drive vehicle,” said Bob McDowell, president and
CEO of Mitsubishi Fuso Truck of America
(MFTA). “[It] shows the technological
capabilities and environmental dedication associated with the Fuso brand.”
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.
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Mitsubishi shows ‘regenerative
thinking’ with Canter

Steppin’ out wi
th

With the full line of P&S
Weatherproof Products.
Offer all-weather safety, convenience, and fun with
our complete selection of innovative While-In-Use
Covers, extra-durable Thermoplastic and Metal
Boxes, and quality Outdoor Lampholders. Easy
installation for you; years of dependability for your
customers. Get all the details from your P&S
distributor — or visit www.passandseymour.com.

www.passandseymour.com
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MEET THE PLAYERS //

25

th

anniversary

of industry’s legendary

‘hacker’
Lee Breton, the original Hackman
had never heard of Hackman until I attended
Nedco’s Electrifest VII 2005 in Mississauga, Ont.,
last year. An old junker of a car was brought in,
and I was told someone called “Hackman” would cut
it in half. (We even got to place bets on how fast he
would be able to do it... I was way off.)
Sure enough, when the time came, a couple of hundred
guests stopped what they were doing, surrounded the car
and watched as Hackman jumped onto the vehicle, fired up
his reciprocating saw and proceeded to divide the car into
two distinct pieces (not unlike Moses parting the Red Sea).
I thought this was pretty cool, as I happen to enjoy demolition of any kind. I learned later, though, that the Nedco
Hackman was not the Hackman, but rather a member of
Team Hackman. So you can imagine my excitement when
the folks at LENOX gave me a call and asked if they could
stop by for a visit and, oh yeah, they would be bringing Lee
Breton: the original Hackman!

I

From working man to Hackman...
Lee was born in 1944 and, like most kids, enjoyed playing
softball and riding his bike. A dutiful son, he spent a lot of
time at home between the ages of 10 and 15 watching over
his younger sister, as both parents worked. Rounding out the
family were two miniature poodles named Renée and Suzette.

His career at LENOX
began shortly after he got
to know the neighbour of a
girl he was dating at the time.
“As I finished high school, he
told me there was an opening where
he worked,” Lee recounts. “Back then,
they didn’t have the student loan programs they do now, so
I figured I would work for a bit at LENOX then maybe
head off to college.” Lee was 18 at the time (“I started at
Lenox before a lot of the people I know were born.”) and
never made the transition to college. “I graduated from the
University of LENOX,” he laughs.
Starting as a group leader in the Hand Tool (‘hacksaw’)
Dept., Lee moved up to assistant foreman, then foreman of
all hand tool production and heat treating. His life changed
from working man to celebrity when the company wanted
to create some excitement over its new bi-metal blade.
Rather than just sell it in pretty packaging, company execs
wanted someone to wield that blade and cut unimaginable
things into pieces.
“Around that time, I had done a commercial for a local
health club,” says Lee, who’s been working out for 29 years.
“After seeing it, the company figured they should ask me to
become Hackman.” February 28, 1981, marks the date of
Hackman’s first car cut... and it was done with a hacksaw, not

Megger Quality
Affordably Priced

:KHWKHU\RXUHTXLUHSULPHSRZHUZKHQQRXWLOLW\LVDYDLODEOHRUVWDQGE\SRZHU
ZKHQ \RXU XWLOLW\ LV WHPSRUDULO\ XQDYDLODEOH SRZHU JHQHUDWLQJ V\VWHPV IURP

CSA APPROVED

• Tough
(Rubber Armored and Drop Tested to 3ft.)

''&078 3RZHU *HQHUDWLRQ RIIHU TXDOLW\ DQG GHSHQGDEOH SRZHU DW D

• Safe

PRPHQWVQRWLFH

• Hands Free Operation

(Live Voltage Warning/Lockout)
(Remote Probe)

)URP N:WRN:ZH·YHJRWWKHSRZHUWRNHHS\RXUEXVLQHVVUXQQLQJ
$VDOZD\V\RXFDQFRXQWRQ +DUSHU 'HWURLW 'LHVHO$OOLVRQ IRUDIXOOUDQJH
2UGHU\RXU ''&0783RZHU*HQHUDWLRQ VHWWRGD\

)RUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQFDOO RU+$53(5

1-800-297-9688

ZZZKDUSHUGGOFRP HPDLOVDOHV#KDUSHUGGOFRP

Available at Torbram Electric Supply

INFO NO. 28
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MEET THE PLAYERS //

Over the years, Lee Breton has been asked to pit his hacksaw or reciprocating saw against a number of unconventional items, like the armoured car shown here and, of
course, the ubiquitous car. After looking at what's left of these opponents and Lee ’s smiling face, it ’s easy to see who won the contests.

LENOX is rolling-out a year-long celebration in
honour of Hackman’s 25th anniversary. Among
the events planned is a VIP car-cutting tour with
stops in 25 cities. Professional tradespeople are
also invited to enter the anniversary sweepstakes
with a grand prize of a one-of-a-kind American
Ironhorse motorcycle that has been custom
designed for LENOX (valued at about $50,000
USD). Also included are 25 cash prizes of $1000
and 2500 prizes of special 25-packs of LENOX
Gold reciprocating blades. Entry forms are available at local distributors and retailers.

Integrated Facility SystemTM (IFS)
The Cutler-Hammer Integrated Facility
SystemTM (IFS) is the latest innovation for
electrical distribution equipment from
Eaton’s Electrical business. This unique
solution integrates Cutler-Hammer electrical
distribution equipment into one space-saving
switchboard structure while maintaining or
expanding the available wiring space.

Benefits of Eaton’s Cutler-Hammer IFS:
Reduced space requirements
Decreased installation time
Lower installation costs
Less job-site handling required
Retrofits into existing sites

For more information please contact us at:

Can be customized to meet your needs

www.EatonElectrical.ca
Toll Free 1-800-268-3578

INFO NO. 31
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a reciprocating saw. “In fact, prior to Team Hackman,
that’s exactly the way I’ve been cutting cars... with a
hacksaw,” says Lee, who never misses working out and
always pushes himself “to the max”. (To demonstrate what pushing yourself “to the max” really
means, Lee commemorated his 60th birthday by
cutting a car again with nothing but a hacksaw. “I
did it in 45 minutes, 57 seconds,” he beams.)
Lee has been married for 37 years, and has a son and
daughter aged 24 and 22 years, respectively. When
asked whether his busy Hackman schedule has
caused any strain on his marriage over the years, Lee
happily responds, “My wife supports me 100 per
cent, which is probably why we’ve been married so
long. She is an excellent wife and mother.”
Since that life-altering date 25 years ago, Lee has
travelled to tool distributors, construction sites and
trade shows worldwide to rend buses, trains, houses
and, most often, cars. Hackman’s popularity and
requests by LENOX users for live appearances grew
so much that, in 2004, the company recruited a
team of master cutters to meet the demand.
Team Hackman was born, charged not only with the
task of proudly representing the company but, most
importantly, living up to the solid reputation built over
a 25-year span by Lee Breton—the original Hackman.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE //
PRODUCTS FOR LIGHTING APPLICATIONS
Supplement to lighting catalogue
Besa Lighting’s catalogue supplement features a new
monorail family boasting pendants and spotlights. The glass
pendants and spotlight fixtures can be used in monopoint,
multipoint, track and monorail applications. Seven new
shapes of hand-blown glass shades are available for the
pendant lines, along with six new decorative glass finishes.
Also in the supplement are new glass and stainless steel wall sconces, bath and
vanity lights, as well as outdoor wall and post lights.
102 Besa Lighting Co. Inc.

30W and 28W lamps
Standard Product’s 30W and 28W ES Series lamps offer a minimum
three-year payback and reduced lamp-end blackening. They are
TCLP compliant, boast a high CRI and lumen maintenance, and can
be used as a direct replacement for conventional 32W lamps. Standard
offers these lamps in four colour temperatures. Both the 30W and
28W are compatible on all T8 electronic ballasts. The ES Series lamps
have the added feature of Standard’s one-system warranty.
101 Standard Products

Reciprocating saw blades in handy pouch
Milwaukee’s Ultimate
Demolition Kit is an
assortment of 12
Sawzall® demolition
blades packed with
a durable, reusable
canvas pouch. The
kit contains: two
6-in. and two 9-in.
‘The AX™’ blades
for heavy-duty, nailembedded wood
demolition; two 6-in.
‘Wrecker™’ blades for
cutting composites
and mixed wood
with metal; and four
6-in. and two 9-in.
‘The Torch®’ blades
for heavy metal-cutting jobs. The blades have a 1-in. height and
are made of a flexible backing material that is laser-welded to
Matrix II bi-metal with 8% cobalt. This combination promises
longer life and less blade breakage.
105 Milwaukee Electric Tool Corp.

Modular composite utility pole
Resin Systems has developed RStandard™ modular composite
utility structures for the transmission and distribution industry.
This alternative to traditional wood, concrete and steel utility
poles provides numerous benefits, including a good strength-toweight ratio that provides a cost savings by reducing transportation, storage and inventory costs. And because it is made of composites, RStandard structures are impervious to damage from
water, salt, excessive temperatures, birds and bugs. Resistant to
UV, RStandard structures boast expected services lives of up to 80
years. Friendly to the environment and workers, RStandard products do not leach or emit volatile organic compounds or hazardous
air pollutants, and are safe for workers due to their non-conductive properties.
106 Resin Systems Inc.

HID dimmer
Dimming HID lamps is possible with the Night-Saver: a compact, easy-to-install,
rugged dimming system for roadway and area lighting systems. The timer controlled, capacitance high-low dimmer can be installed in minutes into existing
HPS or MH fixtures up to 400W for up to 50% energy savings. Canadian designed
and made, Night-Saver can be used for roadway and general area lighting, parking lots, and indoor HID systems.
103 MJB Technologies

Corporate
Sponsors
Affiliated Distributors
Electrical Industry Scholarship

Bob Dyer/OEL Apprenticeship Scholarships

EcoInch undercabinet linear task light from Alkco Lighting is characterized by a slender
rectangular housing design that allows the fixture to remain unobtrusive while
illuminating tasks as needed. Heavy-duty extruded aluminum construction effectively
dissipates heat, reduces heat transfer onto spaces below, and extends lamp and ballast
life. EcoInch is available in incandescent and fluorescent models to accommodate a
range of preferences. Incandescent models are available in 8-in., 17-in., 23-in. and
31-in. fixture lengths, while fluorescent versions are available in 12-in., 21-in.,
24-in. and 33-in. lengths. Each model is designed for direct-wired installation and
includes a switch. Knock-out end-caps allow for continuous row installations, and all
are shipped with lamps included. All models are cUL listed for direct-wire installations.
104 Alkco Lighting (div. of JJI Lighting Group Inc.)

Thinking About a Career in the
Electrical, Electronics or
Telecommunications
Industry?

CEMRA Academic Leadership Award

Canlyte Empowering Success Award

Eaton Electrical Award of Academic Achievement

Electrical Business Magazine
Future Contractor Scholarship

GE Canada Community Leadership Award

Hubbell Canada Leadership in Education Award

OSRAM SYLVANIA Scholastic Achievement Award

R.A.B.C. Future Leader in Telecommunications Award

Research in Motion Technology Scholarships

UPS for custom integration market
RGPC claims its PowerBridge™ is the only UPS on the market that
responds within 1-millisecond of a power failure to provide a sine
wave output with the benefits of the company’s patented parallel,
non-current limiting, and dual-stage surge protection technology.
Unlike other UPSs that were originally designed for computer systems and networks, the PowerBridge was built exclusively for the
custom install market. Unique to the PowerBridge is IntelliGray™
technology, which enables it to ‘learn’ the AC line and store that
data in memory to use as a reference for determining if and when
to switch to battery power. The PowerBridge samples several hundred points of each and every cycle of the AC waveform to detect
any abnormal power fluctuations and switch to battery power 17
times faster than any other UPS currently available. While in
Standby mode, the UPS provides clean, unrestricted parallel
power via its six Hubbell outlets.
107 Richard Gray’s Power Co. LLC

Economical undercabinet light

R. L. Brews Ltd.
Electrical Engineering Technology Award

APPLY FOR OVER $50,000
IN SCHOLARSHIPS NOW!
Apply online www.electrofed.com
Are you Eligible?
University or College
• Engineering
• Computer Science
• Business Administration
• Engineering Technologist/Technician
• Phase 2 or 3 of a College/Apprenticeship Program
For more information email: scholarship@electrofed.com
Application Deadline July 31st, 2006

S&C Electric John R. Conrad Award of Excellence

Proud Partners of
EFC Foundation Scholarship Program

Schneider Electric Student Merit Award

Toshiba of Canada Limited Building Futures Award
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE //
Utility linesman’s body belts
DBI/SALA & Protecta, a manufacturer of fall protection products, has launched
the Utility Linesman’s body belts. Designed with ergonomics in mind, the full
grain leather belts are durable, light and comfortable. The inside lining is fully
padded with 3D mesh foam allowing for increased air flow. The full float design
allows for lateral movement of the belts while positioned, reducing wear on the
pole strap. The belts and tool loops are made of leather and are fastened
together with stainless steel rivets. Several features incorporated into the belts
allow users to select the size and padding support that meets their needs. The
belts are available in two versions: standard with 5.75-in. padding and a back
support body belt with extended padding of 7-in. to 9-in. Both belts are available in D-sizes from 20-in. to 29-in.
108 DBI/SALA & Protecta

Change order and estimating solutions
Accubid released version 7 of ChangeOrder and ChangeOrder Pro software for
contractors. This version includes new features and enhancements to help contractors better manage changes and increase their change approval percentages, such as improved integration with Accubid’s estimating programs,
streamlined price updating and multi-job support. Both ChangeOrder and
ChangeOrder Pro work seamlessly with Pocket ChangeOrder™. The company

also released version 7 of its family of estimating solutions: Accubid Pro™,
BidWinner™, BidWinner Plus™ and PowerBid™. New features and enhancements include: enhanced multi-user support; enhanced integration (i.e. with
pricing services and accounting systems); streamlined price updating; and
multi-job support.
109 Accubid Systems

36V power
tool platform
DeWALT launched a heavy-duty, 36V
power tool product line that includes
a hammerdrill, reciprocating saw,
7.25-in. circular saw, impact wrench,
rotary hammer, jigsaw and flashlight (select tools will be available
in three combo kits). These tools
boast similar or less weight than
their corded counterparts and will be available in the first half of 2006. The 36V
battery weighs about the same as an 18V but delivers two to three times more
run time. It was designed with no memory and virtually no self-discharge.
110 DeWALT Industrial Tool Co.

)NFINITE 0OSSIBILITIES

Coiled spring bends conduit
The PVC Pipe Viper™ from IPEX is
an innovative coiled spring used
to cold-bend rigid PVC conduit
while maintaining its inner
diameter and structural integrity.
Anti-corrosive and lightweight,
the Pipe Viper eliminates the need for heat sources such as heat
guns and heating blankets that are usually required to re-shape
conduit. The Pipe Viper is designed for fast and easy installation in
seconds, and is available in six standard sizes ranging from 0.5 in.
to 2 in. The smaller diameter conduits can be easily bent by hand,
while all diameters can be bent using a pipe bender.
111 IPEX

Expanded range of fittings

Thomas & Betts has expanded its range of T&B® Fittings Silver Grip®
TCF® Series tray/cord fittings to include aluminum fittings up to 2
in. and 316 stainless steel fittings up to 1 in. The fittings offer a
safe and economical way to terminate portable cord and tray
cables in hazardous locations. Hub sizes range from 0.5-in. NPT to
2-in. NPT in aluminum, and from 0.5-in. NPT to 1-in. NPT in 316
stainless steel. The fittings are designed for use in Class I, gas and
vapour environments. Benefits include a tapered neoprene bushing and O-ring seal that are impermeable to moisture and dirt.
The chuck grip provides high mechanical pullout that exceeds
applicable performance requirements, and the fittings can be
tightened by hand.
112 Thomas & Betts Corp.

Cable limiters
A new line of Cooper Bussmann cable
limiters are designed specifically to
protect low-voltage grid network and
service entrance cables from short-circuit
currents. They provide protection against
short-circuit currents in residential and
light commercial applications up to
250VAC, as well as commercial and
industrial applications up to 600VAC, for
both copper and aluminum cables. In single- or multi-cable per phase applications, the products can provide currentlimiting short-circuit protection that minimizes the potential hazards. In multicable per phase service entrance or grid
network applications, cable limiters provide a means to isolate faulted cables,
thereby ensuring continuity of service.
113 Cooper Bussmann

&ROM 3TART TO &INISH

Selecting the proper
protection device

WITH A .ETWORK OF 3UPPORT

Intermatic offers a free CD-ROM featuring a selection guide program to help you select the
right surge protection
device or TVSS (transient
voltage surge supressor)
for your application.
The CD includes product
guide specifications and
installation instructions in
both MS Word and WordPerfect
formats. Products covered include:
hardwired surge protectors from 26kA to 400kA per phase;
residential and industrial secondary surge arresters (lightning
arresters); residential hardwired surge protection devices; and
telephone/modem/DSL, as well as coax/satellite/cable modem
line protection devices.
114 Intermatic Inc.
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CALENDAR//
Canadian Electrical
Code Essentials
Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)
April 6–7, Niagara Falls, Ont.
April 12–13, Mississauga, Ont.
April 18–19, Vancouver
May 4–5, Edmonton
May 8–9, London, Ont.
May 25–26, Montreal
(English)
June 12–13, Red Deer, Alta.
June 26–27, Sudbury, Ont.
learningcentre.csa.ca

Mid-Canada
Electrical Showcase
Manitoba Electrical
League (MEL)
April 5-6
www.meleague.net

Annual
General
Meeting

WILL BE

THERE!

Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC)
April 6
Brampton, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

Arc Flash:
Measures for
Prevention and
Control
Schneider Canada
Services and CSA
April 10, Mississauga, Ont.
May 3, Calgary
May 5, Edmonton
May 24, Halifax, N.S.
May 26, Moncton, N.B.
May 29, Mississauga, Ont.
Call (800) 463-6727

Effective Inventory
Management Skills
Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC)
April 13
Brampton, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

Fundamentals
of Commercial
and Industrial
Lighting
GE Lighting Institute
April 19-21
Cleveland, Ohio
Call (800) 255-1200

Computer
Estimating Course

Truck World
April 20-22
Toronto, Ont.
www.truckworld.ca

May 12-13
www.ecaa.ab.ca

WILL BE

THERE!

Leadership Skills
for the Wholesale
Branch Manager
Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC)
April 21-22
Mississauga, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

Annual Meeting
National Association of
Electrical Distributors
(NAED)
April 22-26
Orlando, Fla.
www.naed.org

Electrical Contractors
Association of Alberta (ECAA)
May 4-5
www.ecaa.ab.ca

Advanced Leadership
Excellence for the
Wholesale Branch
Manager

The Future is in Our
Hands: Human
Resources Forum
Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)
May 16
Brampton, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

S&D Council (EFC)
May 31-June 3
Banff, Alta.
www.electrofed.com

The Changing
World of Selling:
Outside Sales

Residential Contractors

May 26
Toronto, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

Canadian Skills
Competition

May 9-11
Richmond, B.C.
www.electrofed.com

May 23-26
Halifax, N.S.
www.skillscanada.com

Safety Principles Course

Annual Golf Tournament
& General Meetings
Electrical Contractors

Annual Conference

Electro-Federation Canada (EFC)

Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC)

Electrical Contractors
Association of Alberta (ECAA)

Association of Alberta (ECAA)
May 26-28
www.ecaa.ab.ca

GE Lighting Institute
June 8-9
Cleveland, Ohio
Call (800) 255-1200

National Conference

Lightfair 2006
Illuminating Engineering Society
of North America (IESNA) and
International Association of
Lighting Designers (IALD)

Canadian Electrical Contractors
Association (CECA), Electrical
Contractors Association of
British Columbia (ECABC) and
Electrical Contractors
Association of Ontario (ECAO)

May 30-June 1
Las Vegas, Nev.
www.lightfair.com

June 22-24
Victoria, B.C.
www.eca.bc.ca

WILL BE

THERE!

WILL BE

THERE!

Hospitality
Lighting
GE Lighting Institute
April 26-27
Cleveland, Ohio
Call (800) 255-1200

Electrical Industry
Conference
Ontario Electrical League
(OEL)
April 27-29
Ottawa, Ont.
www.oel.org

WILL BE

THERE!

Breaking Through
Process Technology
Forum
Electro-Federation
Canada (EFC)

It should. That’s what Southwire’s all about.
Designing products with you in mind.

May 2
Brampton, Ont.
www.electrofed.com

2006 CEC/2005 NEC
(A Comparison of
Requirements)
Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)
May 2-3, Sarnia
June 7-8, Vancouver
learningcentre.csa.ca

Retail Lighting
GE Lighting Institute
May 2-3
Cleveland, Ohio
Call (800) 255-1200

Are you looking for products that save you time and money?
Look no further. Romex SIMpull TM pulls 50% faster, strips
easier, has reduced burn-thru and is tear resistant. That
translates to greater productivity, less fatigue, fewer callbacks
and re-pulling. Now with the convenient 150M Contractor size
Big BubbaTM, you can also reduce waste.
Want another solution, try the Reel EasyTM Reusable Spool.
Constructed of the toughest nylon in the industry, this
contractor durable spool designed to withstand abuse in the cold
Canadian climate eases the wire pulling process by
eliminating kinks.
Two innovative products, one convenient size.
Southwire Company offers products that offer solutions.

MEET
Project Management (Mechanical
Course
Electrical Electronic
Electrical Contractors
Technology) 2006
WILL BE

THERE!

Association of Alberta
(ECAA)
April 20-21
www.ecaa.ab.ca

May 3-4
Moncton, N.B.
www.masterpromotions.ca
/meet.asp

Want to see YOUR EVENT listed here?
Send information to acapkun@clbmedia.ca
or fax (905) 727-0017

For additional information, visit www.southwire.com or call 888.770.5155.

(give us at least three months lead time)
INFO NO. 48
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LIBRARY //
More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.
BRADY's new handheld labelling system has
everything it takes to make you an
Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first
handheld cartridge based labelling system
that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating
labels and sleeves as well as continuous
tapes...You name it IDXPERT prints it!
Choose from two keyboard layouts, then
select from a wide range of label materials
engineered just for your application. That
includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack
and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty
labels for labs and work spaces.

33

Brady
Tel: 1-800-263-6179
Fax: 800-387-4935
www.bradycanada.com

For more information, enter the appropriate number on the Complimentary Subscription/Info Card found in this issue

Superior
905-355-2959
www.superiorflex.com

GE Consumer and Industrial
Electrical Distribution
For more information contact:
CImarketingcdn@ge.com or call us at 1 800 421 7867

34

For catalog information on the Aviator
series and to get information on your
local Canadian agent for Ruud Lighting
please contact us.

37

40

STANDARD Products Inc.
1-(800) 361-6965 Dial option #1
marketing@standardpro.com
www.standardpro.com
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The RSi SX series is a family of modular high performance sensorless vector drives which feature the easiest
programming on the market today.
Standard are the Nema 1,12 enclosures, Modbus RTU (optional device
net, metasys communication), built in
DB resistor and a wide variety of
inputs and outputs.

Virtual Police Technology Canada Inc.
(866) 991-5999
www.virtualpolice.net

41

Benshaw Canada
Tel: 519-291-5112
Fax: 519-291-2595
www.benshaw.com

Industrial, Commercial &
Datacom Enclosures

An updated version of the Iberville®
Roughing-In Products catalogue is now
available. Technical catalogue includes
product information for the complete
range of Iberville roughing-in products
for the commercial and residential market including connectors, fittings, cable
and conduit accessories, and grounding
fittings and accessories. Catalogue
available on T&B web site or in printed
format.

43

EYE HALOGEN
The CHOICE in Halogen
How important is QUALITY?
When visually inspecting a halogen light bulb,
it is difficult to distinguish any difference in
quality. Poor quality becomes apparent only
during the operation. A low quality halogen
light bulb can damage your fixture and provide
substandard performance.
EYE Halogen lamps are Japanese
made lamps with the highest
quality standards.
For more information or to locate your local
distributor, please contact:

45

RSi SX Series

Iberville® Roughing-In Products

Discover Thomas & Betts’innovative new
Ty-Duct™ products – a total solution
for routing and concealing wiring in
control panels. Offered in a wide range
of widths and depths to accommodate
anything from the smallest wallmounted panel to the larger integrated
systems, Ty-Duct™ wiring duct is available in solid, wide slot, narrow slot and
round hole versions to meet capacity
and flexibility requirements. Catalogue
available on T&B web site or in printed
format.

Thomas & Betts Limited
450-347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

38

If you are interested in increasing your
video surveillance business a Virtual
Police Authorized Business Partnership
should be in your plans.

Ty-Duct™ Wiring Duct and Accessories

42

Ruud Lighting Canada
1-800-473-1234
sales@ruud.ca
www.ruud.ca

If you are looking to increase your CCTV
sales and profit in the growing video
surveillance market, you need the right
partner backing you every step of they
way. Virtual Police has created the program for you. To give our dealers that
extra edge to secure new business, Virtual
Police introduces the Authorized
Business Partner Program.

Model 6300 was designed to perform
all of the necessary 3 phase power
measurements with selectable integration times. The internal nonvolatile memory is provided for nonstop recording of up to 10 days. This
model also accepts compact flash
memory cards is USB friendly, and
is designed to safety standard
IEC 61010-1 CAT III 600V.

RHC & Association
Tel: 905-828-6221
Fax: 905-828-6408
info@rhctest.com

Pass & Seymour/Legrand
905-738-9195
www.passandseymour.com

35

Ruud Lighting Canada introduces a
sleek new dayform in the Aviator site
light. Great lines combine with terrific
full-cutoff performance. 7-year finish
warranty, 3-year electrical warranty!
Ruud Lighting Canada sells only to electrical and lighting distributors.

Kyoritsu Compact Power
Meter

39

Pass & Seymour/Legrand's redesigned
GFCI's meet the new requirements to
Canadian Standards Association's C22.2
No. 144.1 (Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupters). P&S GFCIs survive 2,000
surge test cycles, making them the
safest and most durable on the market.
P&S GFCIs deny power if the receptacle
face is miswired, or if ground fault protection is lost, reducing the risk of electric shock. They’re 1/4” thinner, and
each features a shallow back body.

Entellisys™ Low-Voltage
Switchgear from GE Consumer &
Industrial delivers several industry
firsts, including new safety options,
advanced zone-based protection,
mobile metering and drastically
reduced components and wiring
for enhanced reliability. It sets the
stage for new best practices in
such settings as oil and gas plants,
healthcare facilities, airports,
corporate data centers,
manufacturing facilities, and water
and wastewater treatment plants.

Superior Flexible Conduits, A Canadian
owned and operated manufacturer of
metallic flexible conduits, prides itself
on being a company as flexible as its
products. Superior excels at workmanship and exemplary customer service,
offering standard and specialized
unique products for the electrical
industry. Find out more about our customized product line….
We invite you to contact us with your
inquiries and visit our website.

36

REDESIGNED GFCI’S MEET
NEW STANDARDS

GE Introduces Entellisys™
Low-Voltage Switchgear:

Thomas & Betts Limited
450-347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

Custom Armoring,
Jacketing and Special
Constructions:
Northern Cables Inc. provides custom
interlocked armor services on other
manufactured cores supplied by the
customer. The most common materials
for armor are aluminum or galvanized
steel. Choice of material thickness and
grade can vary depending on the physical properties required by the end user.
Other materials are available upon
request.

46

Northern Cables Inc.
888-524-5050
info@northerncables.com
www.northerncables.com

Hammond Manufacturing offers thousands of Industrial, Commercial and
Datacom enclosure solutions. We can
cross our products to other major suppliers and provide service and quality
second to none.
Email us today to request our full product catalog or visit our website for
more information.

44

Hammond Manufacturing
Tel: 519-822-2960
ebinfo@hammfg.com
www.hammfg.com

E9000
The newest Evolution Series
E9000 Motor Control Center
provides a flexible and centralized
means to protect and control
motors. Enhanced simplicity
makes the Evolution series E9000
your natural choice in motor
control centers. For your next
critical power project, rely on GE's
tremendous experience and
dedication - let us be your
total motor control center solution
provider.

47

GE Consumer and Industrial
Electrical Distribution
For more information contact:
CImarketingcdn@ge.com or call us at 1 800 421 7867
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For more information, enter the appropriate number on the Complimentary Subscription/Info Card found in this issue

MARKETPLACE //

WANTED

Let’s do

something

new

Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands. Motor
Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.

Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.
FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.
5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta
1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181
email: rjf@falvo.com
INFO NO. 49

Be sure to check out EBmag.com
for even more exciting new
electrical products and systems
for industrial, commercial,
institutional and
residential applications,
not to mention tools for
getting the job done!

The Constructor / Res Wire Pro (RWP)
– Constructor Ladder Logic, Electrical Circuit & Control
– RWP: A New Standard for Residential Wiring
– PocketCAD: Take CAD With You
– Tutorial Software – Motor Control – CLX Trainer
– PLC w/ Logix Trainer and Logix Pro Simulator

Let’s cast a new light on
our buildings, homes and
workplaces. Let’s open
doors and open minds
through intelligent buildings
and systems. Let’s find
new ways to control,
secure and enhance our
daily life. Let’s prepare
for the coming years,
and together push
back the limits.
Schneider Electric is
the world leader in
automation and
electricity management.
Focused on innovation,
we constantly outperform
our markets. We employ
85 000 people in 130 countries.
For career opportunities visit
www.schneider-electric.ca

INFO NO. 51
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General Electric is a global leader and market-leading manufacturer
of Lighting & Electrical Distribution

EB MARKETPLACE

Specification Engineer

Your source to
• buy or sell
• promote a product
• search for an employee • advertise a job opening
• advertise a course
at great rates!

2 openings - Toronto and Vancouver
• Influence key architects, engineers and designers within the
specification community to use GE Industrial & Lighting products and
secure specification sales for new construction and renovation products
• Define, assess and close growth opportunities at new and existing
consultants within the key strategic market segments

Qualifications

Over 18,000 coast to coast distribution!

•
•
•
•
•

EB MARKETPLACE....
your market... covered!
Contact Bill Begin at 905-713-4335

Knowledge of industrial and/or lighting products with industry segments
Engineering degree
3-5 years engineering experience
Project Management
Outstanding relationship building skills

Email resumes to lama.younes@ge.com
INFO NO. 52

INFO NO. 53
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CODE FILE //

Motors protection
hen we talk about motors, we
assume a rotating machine producing some unit of work.
CEC Section 28 identifies key
installation requirements to ensure motors
are installed and protected accordingly,
which is why it is important to understand
and apply all of this section’s rules.
Motors are classified by the type of power
they consume: alternating current and
direct current. AC motors are further categorized into synchronous or induction
motors. Synchronous motors run at a fixed
speed in relation to your frequency (Hz)
and number of poles in the motor. The latter, on the other hand, runs very close to,
but less than, the synchronous speed, with
the running speed decreased as the load on
the motor increases.
Along with general requirements (such
as volts, amps, frequency, phase and speed),
a motor’s nameplate also includes duty
cycle, insulation class and temperature rise.
Motors are either continuous or noncontinuous duty service. A continuousrated motor can operate continuously with
load under both normal and abnormal
conditions. Rule 28-104 along with Table
37 stipulates the insulation temperature and
length of supply conductors to a motor
connection box. For a continuous-duty
motor, the conductors of a branch circuit
supplying it shall have an ampacity of

W

125% of the motor’s full load current rating. (A multiplier from Table 27 is used for
non-continuous duty motors.)
Rule 28-200 states that a branch circuit
shall be protected by an overcurrent device
rated not to exceed the values in Table 29,
but it may be increased if unable to start.
Rules 28-300 to 28-318 specify when and
where overload and overheating protection
is required.
In general, overload protection is required
for each motor unless:
• it is manually started, constantly
attended, less than 1 hp;
• the motor is so built that it cannot be
overloaded;
• it is impracticable to obtain proper
overload; or
• it is part of an approved assembly with
other safety controls (and marked as such).
Overheating protection is required for
each motor unless:
• the motor does not require overload
protection;
• the overloads adequately protect against
overheating and the motor location
ambient is not more than 10°C higher
than where the overloads are, and dust
or other conditions do not restrict heat
dissipation; or
• overheating protection should cut off
power, or initiate an alarm when a
deviation is allowed.

BY TED OLECHNA, P.Eng.
Rule 28-500 requires that each motor shall
be provided with a motor starter or controller for starting and stopping; that this
controller shall be hp rated and not less
than the motor it serves, except for:
• 1-phase not greater than 1/3hp
on 15A 125V
• motors on general-use switches rated at
125% minimum of motor FLA
• maximum 1/3hp 125V portable motor
with hp-rated single-pole motor switch
When two or more motors are on one controller and are required to operate together,
then a specifically approved controller can be
used. The controller shall be located so that
safe operation of the machinery driven by
the motor is assured or, where this is not
practicable, emergency stops are provided
at each point where danger of accidents exists.
In addition to a controller, a disconnecting means is required for:
• each motor branch circuit
• each motor starter or controller
• each motor
• two or more motors on one branch circuit
The disconnecting means can be a manually operated switch that is hp rated, or
another method identified by rule 28-602.
Rule 28-604 states that disconnecting
means shall be located:
• in the distribution centre for branch circuit
and within 9 m and line of sight of the
motor; or

Questions and answers
compiled by Ted Olechna

Tackle the Code Conundrum... if you dare

So, you think you know the electrical code, eh? Well, we’ll soon find out if you’re an electrical code junkie or downright code-clueless.
Take a look at the following questions and check your answers online at www.ebmag.com, or in May’s Electrical Business.
Question 1: Where high-voltage sign cables are
installed in non-metallic conduit, the separation
of the conduit from conducting or combustible
material shall be at least ___ mm for installations operating at 100 Hz or less.

Question 2: Where switches are used to control
an outlet(s) from more than one point, they shall
be connected so that all switching is done only in
the ungrounded circuit conductor.

Question 3: Non-metallic sheathed cable shall be
permitted as a permanent wiring method in
stage and stage wing areas, orchestra pits and
projection booths in a theatre.

a) True b) False

a) True b) False

a) 25 mm b) 38 mm c) 44 mm d) 50 mm

Answers to Code Conundrum Electrical Business March 2006
Question 1: Receptacles shall be permitted to
be located in floors provided they are
equipped with metal cover plates.
Answer: b) False. Rule 26-700(5) states “receptacles located in floors shall be enclosed in
floor boxes.”

Question 2: The Ontario Electrical Safety Code
permits circuit conductors to a 347V lighting
switch to be installed in a surface raceway
when renovating an existing installation.
Answer: a) True. Provided the raceway is
marked for voltages above 300V. Rule 12-1608
limits the maximum voltage between conductors contained in surface raceways to 300V
unless otherwise marked.

Question 3: The bonding conductor for the
metal parts of pools shall be permitted to be
of aluminum.
Answer: b) False. Subrules 68-058(1) and (7)
require the bonding conductor for metal parts
of a pool and non-electrical equipment associated with the pool to be of copper.

HOW DID YOU DO?
3 of 3 = Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
2 of 3 = You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.

1 of 3 = Your understanding of these questions is not up to code.
0 of 3 = Did you come up with your answers by playing Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe?

EB Code Conundrum brought to you by...
A trusted ECA advisor for over 12 years.
Group Benefits • Group Retirement Plans • Executive Pensions

teamservice@skipwithassoc.ca

Port Perry: 905.985.8648 or 800.661.9023
Barrie: 705.734.6279 or 866.529.2988
The ECA association plan is exclusive to the electrical industry and ECA membership partners.

INFO NO. 54
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• lockable and clearly labelled; or
• for AC equipment, within 3 m and line
of sight and must be readily accessible.
Rule 28-602 identifies the types and ratings
of disconnecting means:
• manually operable fused or unfused
motor circuit switch;
• moulded case switch or circuit breaker; or
• instantaneous-trip circuit breaker
(plus others).

Motor starter as a disconnecting means
Subrule 28-602(3)(b) has received a lot of
attention. It states that a manually operated,
across-the-line-type of motor starter marked
“Suitable for Motor Disconnect” shall be
permitted to serve as both starter and disconnecting means. The HVAC industry
claims these types of disconnecting means
are inadequate for their intended use, so CSA
has formed a task group to address the
problems HVAC professionals are experiencing in the field.
When installing one of these devices,
ensure that the controllers are suitably rated
for the available fault current. The short
circuit values in CSA C22.2#14, Table 24,
require a test current of 5000A for a 50hprated controller.

Always consult the electrical inspection
authority in your province/territory for
more specific interpretations.
Reading someone else's copy
of Electrical Business?
Visit EBmag.com and click SUBSCRIBE!
Chances are you qualify for a FREE SUBSCRIPTION.
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Teck-Seal
Teck Connectors
with the
PowR-Lock™ System
FOR TECK ARMORED CABLE
Remke Techspan Teck-Seal Connectors are designed to form a
watertight seal around the cable and at the enclosure entry. Rated
NEMA 4 and IP 65, these connectors are available in aluminum,
nickel-plated aluminum and stainless steel in 1/2” to 2” NPT sizes
for the utmost flexibility in accommodating a wide variety of
applications and cable.
Design features of Teck-Seal Connectors include the following:
• Unique PowR-Lock™ Grounding Seal for superior conductivity
• Neoprene bushing provides superior pull-out and
sealing protection
• No disassembly resulting in fast & simple installations
• No sharp edges that might damage the insulation or conductors
• Meet CSA standards for raintight armored cable fitting
Teck-Seal Connectors can be used indoors or outdoors for vertical
or horizontal cable runs in wet or dry locations. They are also
suited for use in hazardous locations when used in combination
with a Certified Class I hazardous location sealing fitting.
VITON® -a registered trademark of DuPont Dow.

PowR-Lock GROUNDING SEAL
This unique Remke design features stainless
steel tines that ground the connector to the
teck cable and provide 360˚ strain relief
and an environmental seal that meets or
exceeds CSA requirements
™

ONE-PIECE COMPACT DESIGN
Smaller than other similar connectors
in profile and width means easier
installation in tight spaces and close
spacing of connectors

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

See Teck-Seal at the

MEET Show 2006
(Moncton May 3-4)
for chance to win a prize!

SPEC-GRADE ALUMINUM
BODY AND NUT
Also available in nickel-plated
aluminum and stainless steel

CSA Standard: C22.2 No. 18-98
File Number: LRZ8985
Ratings: NEMA 4, IP65
PATENT PENDING

COMPRESSION RING
Downward pressure ensures
uniform compression

COMBINATION TIGHTENING SURFACE
Provides a large wrenching area for easy
installation. Additional knurl surface
provides extra gripping surface for initial
hand tightening

EMBEDDED VITON® O-RING
Ensures a watertight and
corrosion-resistant termination seal

www.techspan.biz/te/teckseal
shipments made same day
1.800.363.1588
FAX 905.820.6142

e-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca
INFO NO. 55
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has one tape done so much in so many places!

Come an
at MEETd see us
2
May 3-4006,
Booth n
o. 284

Underground, underwater, above ground, hot and cold
environments, high and low voltage applications — wherever
wire and cable terminations are found, T&B Self-Fusing
Insulation Tape seals, protects, repairs and harnesses
with amazing dielectric strength.
As the name suggests, no adhesives or heat are required to form an immediate and permanent bond, even in wet
conditions. And, since this general-purpose tape is self-fusing, removal is quick and easy with no sticky residue left
behind on electrical connections. Manufactured using modified silicone rubber compound, T&B Self-Fusing Insulation
Tape is resistant to UV rays, ozone, radiation, arc track, steam/moisture, fresh/salt water and temperatures
ranging from -90˚C to 260˚C.
Once you try it, you’ll wonder what you ever did without it!
(P.S. Keep a roll at home! T&B Self-Fusing Insulation Tape is also great for all kinds of household repairs – pool filters,
hoses, plumbing, car repairs, etc.)
Now available at your local participating electrical distributor.
Complete technical specifications for this product can be found at www.tnb-canada.com or contact your local
Thomas & Betts sales representative.
Atlantic:
1-877-862-4357

Shrink-Kon®

•

Quebec:
1-800-465-1399

Kold-n-Klose®

Ontario:
1-877-291-7771

•

Mid-West:
1-866-540-8220

E-Z Code®
INFO NO. 56

Alberta:
1-888-664-5666

British-Columbia:
1-866-540-8220

